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Young Wild ·West Locating A Lo~c
OR, THE ORPHANS

OF

BOWIE BAR

By AN OLD JCOUT
CHAPTER 1.-The Orphans of Bowie Bar.
Bowie Bar was about as· rough and lawless as
the name would imply. Just who had given the
camp its name cannot be said, but no doubt a
bowie knife must have figured largely in it. A
prospector had struck it rich there, and it being
necessary for .him to have supplie~ and the imple• ments he needed to get out the pay-dirt, he had
traveled to the nearest town and let it be known.
Then in less than two months there was a population there that numbered about eighty. Some of
the venturesome miners, who were in search of
their fortunes, brought their wives and children
with them, and while the women and childrel\
were treated with respect by the lawless element,
men were often shot down while wrangling about
their claims, and for other causes as well. Jim
Hardy was one of the most peaceful men in Bowie
Bar; yet when aroused he was known to be a
dangei:ous man.
Jim had brought his two children with him
when he located at the Bar; for, being a widower,
and with no relatives within a thousand miles of
him. there was no other way. One of the children
was a boy of· fourteen, who was rather small for
lis age and a very willing worker. The other
a little girl of ten. She was rather delicate
'nen she came to the Bar, but the good Colorado
mountain air caused her to "pick up" rigbi away,
as Big Gus, the keeper of the general store, put it.
The boy's name was Benjamin and the girl's
Sarah. Neither had a fancy name, but, as might
lie supposed, they were satisfied with them1 and
were called Ben and Sallie for short. Tnings
were booming at Bowie Bar, and Jim Hardy was
getting his share of the gold dust.
Hardy kept putting away money everr month
for his children, and he managed to get nd of the
nst, for there was all the opportunity in the
world for him to do so. Gambling and drinking
ts about all the average miner could find to do to
kill time ·when he was not working, and honest
Jim Hardy was no better than the rest in this _reapect. But one day there came a reverse. Hardr,
addenly discovered that his placer had "petered '
• GIit. and it happened so quickly that he was dazed
IJy it. Then Jim Hardy grew discouraged, and he
aoGlll could be found hanging about the Gold Star
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Saloon nearly all the time. The two children
worked hard and managed to keep house in the
little shanty, the majority of the miners helping
them now and then.
One night Hardy got in trouble with: Hank
Rose, the worst man in the camp, and foolish17
undertook to shoot him. The bad man was
quicker than he, and a much better shot, and the
result was that the funeral of Hardy occurred
the following_ day. The two orphans wete now
alone in the world. It was true that there was
quite a sum of money in the Denver Bank, but
it had been placed there so it could not be drawn
by them until they were of age. To make matters •
s~ill wors{:l for the orphans, the shanty took fire
four days after the death of Hardy, and it was
b rned to the ground, the children barely escaping with their lives, for it happened in the dead
of. the night. A collection was .made up among
the miners, and the orphans were soon living in a
tent on the claim, which now belonged to them,
though they could not sell it until they became of
age. Ben got a job at the general store, and Big
Gus, tpe/roprietor, urged him to bring his sister
there an live with them. But the boy declared
that he was going to stick to the claim, as he felt
re that there was plenty of gold there.
"I have dreamed it three times that there is a
ch lode there," he explained to his boss. "I want
to find it. Sallie is only a little girl, but she is
trying to locate it whenever she has•nothing to
do. We will find · the gold, Mr. Gus, and then
we'll be rich."
"I like ther way :you talk, kid," the store-«eeper
answered laughingly. • "But I'm afraid you'll
ne:vei: make anything of. that there claim. Your
daddy got all there was there. · He knowed.. his
business putty well afore he took ¾, drinkin' so
heavily, an' you kin bet if he couldn't locate this
here lode you've been dreamin' about, no one ~lse
could."
There being nothing to do in the store just then,
the two were sitting in front of the building while
this conversation was taking place. The orphln
boy was about to make some sert of. reply ta what
his boss said when the clatter of hoofs sounded a
short distance away.
"Cowboys comfng, I guess," Ben said. looJdq
down the sandy 1t0ad.
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, "Maybe they are,'' the store-keeper answered, of the general store, called out loudly. "I wq
as he shaded his eyes with his hand and looked jest tellin' this kid here who you was. I've seeii
sharply. "But I'll bet a smoked ham that there is you an' your friends. afore, an' most likely you
women-folks with 'em. I kin see 'em all right. have seen me, though maybe you didn't take much
Thunllerl I'll bet I know jest who they are! notice of me."
Ben, you kin see that boy ridin' that sorrel horse,
"I believe your face and form do seem rather
can't yer?''
familiar," the young deadshot answered, a s he
"Yes, sir, I see him. His hair is long, just like looked at the man and nodded smilingly. "Where
the girl's-I mean the one riding close to him on were you when you saw us last?"
the whte horse."'
"Down in Silver City."
"That's right. Do you have any idea as to who
· "Oh, yes. We h_a ve been there a fe'/N times, and
them two are?"
no doubt it was there. But say, what's the n ame
"No, sir," and Ben shook his head.
of this camp?"
"Well, I'll tell yer, then. That boy an' gal is
"Bowie Bar. S6mewhat of a place, ain't it ?"
Young Wild West an' Arietta-I don't know her
"Somewhat,'' and the boy turned to his comlast name ; but I do happen to know that she's his panions and smiled. "But,'' he added, nodding to
sweetheart."
the store-keeper, "I reckon it's about like the· mA"Young Wild West!" exclaimed the orphan boy,. jority of the mining camps we come acrosli."'
opening wide his big blue eyes. "He is the Cham"Putty much the same, I s'pose. Yet there's
pion Deadshot of th.e. West, isn't he?"
more business done here than there is in some of
"Yes. that's what's ther matter, Ben. Say! I'll 'em. Did you come here to stake out a ~laim or
bet you an' Sallie will have some extra friends anything like that, Young Wild West?"
now. You jest wait! Young Wild West is jest
"No, we just came here by accident. We struck
ther kind of a boy to take a notion to a couple a trail this morning and decided to follow it _and
of orphans, an' his gal an' his pards, an' all ther see where it would take us."
rest of 'em, is about ther same way. I knows
"What are you goin' to do, stop an' have dinner
what I'm talkin' about, Ben. I've seen all of 'em at the Gold Star, or are you goin' over to Red
afore, though I ain't never talked with any of 'em. Jim's place?''
_
Here they come! Now then, · git ready to meet
The boy looked up and down the crooked street,
ther kid what's done more to keep law an' order and then answered:
goin' in this here old State than any ten men that
"I reckon that neither of the places you menever ltved! Hooray!"
tion can accommodate us very well. We will camp
The store-keeper was getting excited now, and somewhere. · We have our outfit with us, as you
as he gave a cheer he swung both hands over his can see/'
head. A few idlers were standing before the Gold
"Oh, yes. Them two Chinamen is in charge of
• Bar ·saloon, which joined the store with a sort that. Well, s'pose you ride right back pehind my
of alleyway running between. They, too, had store. There's a fine patch of grass, an' it's close
seen the party of riders coming up the dusty to a runnin' brook; an' there's rocks around it to
apology for a street, and when the store-keeper sorter cut off the sun where the trees ain't thick.
began cheering, they move_d further. out and But there's plenty of trees, too, an' the dead wood
seemed surprised as well as· interested. The kin be picked up within a few feet of where you
party numbered exactly eight, and as Big Gus, want to start a • fire. You're welcome to stop
the storeckeeper, and little Ben Hardy had no- there, Young Wild West, an' I hope youlll stay
ticed, a boy and girl wer~ riding side by side in here a good while."
the lead, Big Gus was right in saying that they
"Thank you. We'll have .a look at the place
were Young Wild West and his sweetheart, wJio, right away. It is.pretty close to noon now, and
we might as well state right here, was named by the time our cook gets dinner ready we'll be
Arietta Murdock, and was a true Western girl hungry enough to eat it."
who had been forced to brave the dangers of a
Then the young deadshot, who was really but
border life ever since she was big enough to know a boll' himself, since he ha& not yet attained ~~
what danger meant.
majority, turned his gaze upon the orphan, who
Following J;he handsome and dashing lookin_g was standing near Big Gus.
couple were Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his
"Your boy, I suppose?'' he said, shiftjng }Qs
wife Anna; and not far behind him came Jim gaze to the store-keeper.
Dart, a Wyoming boy, and his sweetheart, Eloise
"No, this is n orphan kid. He's got a little
Gardner. Lagging somewhat in the reat were sister, too, a:Q 1 he's workin' for me, while she
the two Chinamen who traveled with Young Wild keeps house for him in a tent about two hundred
West and his frientls in the capacity of servants. yards from here on the claim their dad owned
They were Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and though . afore he died."
they looked .much alike, that was as far as it
· "Orphans, eh?" and the . boy became interested
went, for· Hop Wah was one of the most clever right away. "What is your name?" he asked.
men of any race that_could be found, especially in
"Beri Hardy," was the quick reply. "I'm awfulhis particular line, which was sleight-of-hand ly glad to meet you, Young Wild West."
and practical joking: Of course, the newcomers
"You are, eh? Well, I'm really glad to meet
heard the store-keei,er cheering, and it was but you. How are you making out?"
·
natu-r al that they should ride ·on past the Gold
"Managinig to keep things goirig. You see, we
Star SalOOll li,nd halt before ·the store. Ben have got -to stay here, 'cause we ain't got no rela-'Hardy, thtl &Yphan boy, stood nea~ Big Gus; p.is tions or ahy friends outside of' Bowie Bal'. May-face flushed with excitement.and his eyes glowmg lie after a while I'll be able'·to find the gold which
with expectancy. ··.,, .. · · _
•
·
· . . I'm sure is on our claim." · ·
·
·"Hello, Young Wild WesU" the ·big proprietor· · '. "He!s been • d~amin' that there ~ wa~ a , lode
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~ere_ but his dad was 'tryin• to locate one fo1· a

lPDC time

afore. he died," explaiJ'\ed Big Gus, an1!.
then he smiled in a symP.afue.tic way.
.
"I see," and the young deadshot showei:i more
•than ordinary interest. "Well," he added, "we'll
go into camp if the place is an~ng like you' say
.1t is. and I'm much obliged to you for havng so
'kindly offered us tli.at'1ermission, Mr.--"
• "Gus is my name, an' tha~• enough. They call
me. Big Gus."
·
"All right, Big Gus, we'll see you later."
Then the bav nodded ,to his sweetheart at his
side, and_promptly sta:rted through the· alleyway.
that led Between the store and saloon. The rest
followed him,. all waving or nodding to the storekeeper and the orphan boy. .
"There yer ·are, Ben. You have seen some of
the finest people that ever lived on the to.p of the
earth," Big Gus -declared, as the party disappeared from view around. the corner of the store
building.
•
. "I believe•tt, Mr. Gus," was the .reply. "I hope
they'll let me get better acquainted with . them.
I'll.tell Sallie about it when •I go to dinner."
1 "You •won't have to wait till that time, -Ben.
Ther.e she comes now. I reckon she wants somethin' from the store."
The boy turned eagerly and looked in the direction he knew his sister must Cjine from. Sure
enough, the little· girl was i_urrymg along with a
basket on her arm.
·
"Oh, Sallie,"· Ben cried, as he ran to meet her.
"You should.have
here a little sooner. Such
fine people have come to Bowie Bar, and they
must be going to .sta,y here a while, too, •for Mr.
Bi,r Gus has given them the priv'lege of pitching
-their camp down by the brook, and they have
gone there. It's Yov.ng- Wild West whos' here,
Sallie."
·
"Young, Wild West?" the gil"l asked,, opening
wide her eyes. "You have talked much about
)lim, Ben. They say he's a boy. ls he any _bigger than you?"
•
. "A whole lot," alfd Ben laughed lightly. "He's
as bi,t as an ordinary man, though his face looks
just like a boy's. He's the Champion Deadshot,
Sallie, and he,isn't afraid of anything· living." ,
Then the two went on into the store, followed
l>y Bi« .Gus, who smiled pat onizingly at them.
~Ilie made a few trifling purchases, one. of them
Wn« some potatoes, and she paid for them, too,
taking the mon<w from a purse she carried in her
hand. But this had been arranged when Ben
went to work for the store-keeper. He was to re~ve ten dollal'S a week for his services and pay
cash for everything he took from the store, As
prices were pretty high in the mining camp, it
took nearly the whole amount to pay for the food
the children ate, and if lt had not been that Ben
occasionally shot something in the way of game,
\hev would have had a still.harder struggle than
wllat was before them now.
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CHAPTER . IL-Young Wild West Promises to
·
.A&;ist the Orphans.
,,{ So much has been written of.Y~ung Wild West

awl ais two partners, Cheyenne ·Charlie and . Jim

I>art,

as well as the ~rls who traveled with them
r

s

and th~ two Chinamen, that.it is not. necessary to
give any further description of them than. has
akeady been done. They had ·noticed .on riding
in that there were. quite a few claims stakElil out,
and that they were being worke'd by the men who
owned, t11'!m. Only a few men were to be se.en in
idleness as they rode in, and these were congregated in front of the Gold Star Saloon and Red
Jim's hotel, as a tumble-down &truclure a short
distance beyond was called. They passed both
• these places, but nothing was said to i;hem, though
the loiterers showed considerable surprise, no
doubt because thev were not 'in the habit of witnessing such a picturesque spectacle as the party
made. Wild, as he was called by his friends and
those acquainted with him, found that Big Gus
had not exaggerated a bft when he -made the
statement ~at they would find an excellent place
to camp at behind the store. Just about a hundred yards in the rear of the store .was a rather
high, stony bluff that was fringed at the top .with
a luxuriant growth of busl_les as well as tre\ls.
"Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie, the scout1 as he
gave a nod of satisfaction before dismountmg, "I
reckon that big store-keeper knowed about what
we was lookin' for. This here is what I call a
mighty fine campin' ground."
·
"Right you are, Charlie," the young d~ad§hot
answered smilingly. "There seems to be al>out
everything here that we are. in need of. I am
glad that the _grazing is so good. Maybe there
are not many horses in Bowie Bar, for it seems
to me if there were this grass would be nibbled off
pretty close."
He dismounted, and then. the rest followed suit
the girls showing that •they were quite capable of
doing it without assistance. Hop Wah, who was
sometimes called Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, promptly ran up to wh.ere the young deadshot was standing, and, touching him on the arm,
said:
·
"Misler Wild, where you wante puttee um
tents? Maybe yDu no mu.chee in um bully."
"Not in much of i;L hurry, Hop, that's right. I
suppose you are anxious to get over to one of the
saloons."
"Lat light, Misler Wild.
Me gotte~ velly
muchee pain, so be. Me wantee lillee dlop ·of
tanglefoot...
•
"Don't let him go till he's got the tents up,
Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, a broad grm
on his _face.
"I 1on't know as it1 would make any_difference
whether he goes novy or later on, Charlie,'' was
the reply. "It's so near twelve •o'clock that Wing
will have to start right in to ~et the dinner ready.
We can leave the tents until,iater on. There certainly_are no signs of any ram· for a while."
The •scout nodded and said
more, and Hop
shook ·his finger's at him in a tantalizing way,
showing how pleased he felt at having got the
bes.t. Qf h~m. Then the. ~then hasti\y unsaddled
the horse he had been riding, and tied the animal
where it might get the benefit of the rich grass.
This done. he-attenaed to the little mule in a like
fashion~ and th;en he lent .his · brother the assistance of up.loading ,tjie pack-horses. T,4ey had to
be looked" after, too, but it did not take. long for
tl\at,. and then Hop mad~ a ~line for 't he Red
Star Saloon•. As he started on a run he !",lll•
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.
denly came to a stol), and turning quickly, called
"Yes, right from where you're sitting now." ·
out:
"I don't hardly think I could, Young Wild West.
"Misler Wild, here um boy and um lillee girl, But I. might come pretty close to it."
so be."
"Go ahead and show me what you can do."
Sure enough, Ben Hardy and his sister Salile
~ The ~oy pulled a S;1D-al1 revolver which was onlf
were standing in a hesitating way aboat a hun- .i:2- caJ1ber from his pocket, and .then looking
dred feet from the spot that had been chosen to around, no doubt to . see if he was being watch'ea
camp upon. They had been there probably five by the rest of the party, 9he took a careful ai~
minutes, but seejng _that everyone was busy they and fired. The br;>y shot a piece of the rock
had not offered to disturb them.
away about a foot above the white spot and he
"Hello Ben!" the youn deadshot called out seemed to be proud of his achievement. '
pleasantiy. "ls that your sister?''
"ls that pretty good?'-: he asked.
"Yes, sir," came the reply.
"Pretty fair, I suppose. But I am ~ure I can
"Well, come over here. I reckon you two will teach you to do better than that in less than an
have -dinner with us today." ·
hour. What time do you get through youi' work
The orphans looked at .each other in delight, at the store?"
and then flurried over.• Arietta ran forward a_nd
"I'm off at half-past six tonight, and it won't
promptly kis3ed Sallie, and then Ann~ and El01se get <lark ove.r an hour after -that. Will you teach •
me if I come over to the camp?"
did the same.
•
"Poor little thing," the scout's wife declared.
"I certai~lY, will, Ben. But ;;ay, that gun you
"So you are living here with your brother all have there 1sn t adapted for this part of the counalone and you have no. relatives to g9 to?"
try. How did you come to own it !nyhow?" .
"Oh we're makinJ;! out all right," Ben declared
"My father bought it for me in 'Denver when I
stoutly. "I'm getting to be a big boy now, and it was ~omewhat _smaller: ~e told me to praitice
won't be long before me and Sallie will be rich. shootmg at squirrels with 1t. I have kilrnd a few
There's gold on our claim, and I know it. Then since that time, though I've always had to be
again there's money in the Denver bank for us pretty close to them to do it."
·
wh,:n 'we become of age. _We're not S? bad off."
"-Well, I'll tell you what I'll do with you, Ben.•
Our friends were so mterested m the two You come over,jiere when you get through work
orphans that they all sat down and listened to at the store tonight, .;ind I'll loan you a gun like
them as they told their story. Much of it was the two I'm carrying. If you are ·able to hit that
rather sad of cour!:!e, but the fact that impressed white spot from here after you have tried twenty
them most' was that they were alone in such a times,· 1•n make you a present of the gun. How
place as Bowie Bar,- struggling for a ~iveliho~d does that strike you?"
and hoping to find gold upon the claim their
"Oh, ·oh!'' the boy exclaimed delightedly, and
father had left them.
·
he leaped to his feet and fairly danced up and
"If I could only locate just whei·e the gold is, down.
it would be all right,'' Ben said bravely, as he
"Does he mean it, Ben, do you think?" Sallie
looked at the young deadshot after answerin?," his asked in a whisper as she hurried to his side.
last question. "I dreamed about it three times,
"Of course he means it. What do you want to
and I'm sure it is there."
say l!,nything · like that for?" the boy retorted.
"Maybe we can help you find the gold, if there "You don't think Young Wild West wc;>Uld fool
ii any there," Wild suggested smilingly.
anyone, do· you?"
"Oh, if you only would help." •
"But a gun like the ones he has woul,i:I. cost as
"We'll help you al! right, though we are not much as twentv dollars. ,: knoV\t papa's cost that
going to remain here very long. There are not much."
,
many bad men around here, J. suppose."
, "Yes, that's so. We never got papa's gun after
"Some awful bad men," Ben declared, his fare he was shot, either. Hank Rose took it." • ·
changing instantly . . "There's Ha"llk Rose. He's
''Was it a good gun?' Wild asked, somewha
the man _who kill¢d my father. · He's one of the curiously.
worst men living, most everybody says."
"Papa said it was one of the best that could
•
"He's the man who shot your father, eh?"
be bought."
.
"Yes, but they all say it was a square d~al.
"What was it, a Smith & Wesson <ir a Colt?"
Dad pulled his gun first, but he wasn't .quick
"A G.olt.'
'
"W elf, that's all right, then. So Hank Rose
enough."
•
"This fellow you call Hank Rose has a few took the gun, did he?".
friends of hi$ own kind, I suppose?':
"That's what some of the men said, though we
"Oh, yes. There .are lots of t~em here who can't prove it. Anyhow, it was never found."
11
:hink Hank is all right. Somr\1mes th~y get
All rfght, when I see Hank · R.ose I'll ask him
:irunk, and then everybody has to look out for about it. lf he has the gun I'll make him give it
them. But they can't scare me, though," and the to you."
•
•
;.,
ooy tapped his hip pocket. "I've got a gun here,
"Do (ilU think you could make him give it to
and I'm practicing eveq chance 'I get to learn me?" Ben asked slowly.
"I do'n't think anything .about it. I am sure I
!low to shoot straight."
"How straight can you shoot, Ben?" the young could."
•
deadshot asked in a kindly w~. "J)o you think
"You kin bet your life he could, kid," Chey-'.
you could hit that white spot on the big r\:k over enne Charlie spoke up, "an' he'll do it, too. rt
don't make no difference whether the gun is any
lhere?"
·
"Fr.om here?" the boy asked, as he looked over good or not. If that sneakin' coyote you calt
to the spot indicated, which was probably fifty Hank Rose has got it, Wild will sartinly ake
bini give it up in a jiffy. You jest wait. . It will
[eet away.
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happen afore we go to bed tonight, an' you kin
bet on it."
•
·
"You wouldn't shoot him if he refused to give .
it up, would you?" the boy asked after a P-ause.
"No, I wouldn't shoot to kill him, thats certain. I might take a lock of his hair from his
head, or chip a little piece from one of his ears
j'llSt to make him understand that I could shoot
• 'iifm dead if I wanted to."
.
"Yes, I know," and Ben turned to his sister.
"You heard dad t ell how ·Young Wild West could
clip the ends o{ a man's mustache off with a bullet and , shoot the buttons from his shirt, didn't
you?"
·
"~s, I heard him say that," the girl answered,
loolmig at Wild i\i a timid way. ' 'But, Ben," she
added, "he doesn't look as if he could do all that,
does he,?"
This caused a laugh• from all hands, and the
• children be ame somewhat confused. But it
started them to worlcing again, and Anna hastened to help Wing along wit!\ the preparations
!for the noon,day meal, while Wild and his partners "Undertook the task of sorting over the supplies and the camping outfit, so everything would
be in readiness for the two Chinamen to erect the
two tents after dinner. The children sat down in
a hesitating sort of way, and, noticing this, Arietta quickfy came to them and said:
"Leave your basket riglit here. I see you have
got potatoes and a few other thing~ in it. I believe you are going to take dinner with us today."
.. •
"Oh, no," the little girl declared. "I must go
back to our tent."
..''Tent! So you are living in a tent, eh?"
"Yes. there it is over there. You can just see
it t~ other side of the cliff."
.
She 'pointed across a hollow that must have extended a full quarter of a mile, and, sure enough,
Arietta could see a tent standing close under a
rather high ·bank. • ·
"That's our claim," Ben spoke up.
'.' It is, eh? •Well, I'm sure no one would touch
anything there while you're aw~y, would they'?"
"No, they are not likely to. What we have.
there was given to s by the good men here at
Bowie Bar."
': You will stay to dinner, then, so just make up
your mind to that."
·
"I must be back at the store at twelve o'clock to
help my boss," Ben explained. "I never eat dinner until after one."
"Tnat will be all right. We'll s! ve it for you.
Your sister is going to remain right with us now,
and after dinner we'll go over to your claim and
have a iook at it. Perhaps Wild might strike the
gold you feel so sure is there."
Ben left the camp about ten minutes before
f;welve, declaring that he would be back just as
soon a s the bosr, would let him off.
·
"Well, Wild," Arietta said, as she walked over
to where the young deadshot was busy oiling his
rifle, "this is one of the most peculiar situations
we have run into in a long while. Think of it!
Two orphan chldren, with no relations anywhere,
living here alone at . the claim left to them by
their father. I am sure we ought to do · something;- for thenr." ·
"We will. Et," was the cool and easy. reply.

6

"That boy is so earnest in saying that there is
gold on the claim that I am going to do my best
to locate it for him. If we fail in that, we'll fix
up things so that they need not want for anything. You just leave it to me now, and you bet
your life that everything will turn out all right."

CHAPTER III.-Hop Introduces Himself at the'·
Gold Star Saloon.
Hop Wah WflS not long in 'reaching the -Gold
Star Saloon. There was no one outside as he approached, since after Young Wild West and his
friends· had disappeared from their view the loiterers had gone' into the barroom, which was a
very commonplace apartment with a rough board
bar running across at one end, a few tables,
chairs and benches scattered about and at the
opposite end a faro layout.
Sometimes the
clever Chinee had a wav of entering such places
by a rear door, but this time he chose the front ·
way, and as he came in his face wore a smile
that was child-like and bland.
.
"Velly nicee day, so be," he observed politely,
at the same time bowing to the occupants of the
room.
There were just six of them there, including
the man who was in charge of the . place. Two
were being waited upon at the bar, and.the others
sat at a table..n~t far from it. Hop had seen so
many rough men since he had been traveling
· about with Young Wil'd West and , his friends
that he could tell at a glance that these were of·
the sort who would rather loaf than work. Not
only was the Chinaman fond of practical joking,
but he •was never. better pleased than when he
was sitting in a game, of draw poker, or taking
part in some other game of chance. Being a
proficient sleight-of-hand performer, which might
be called quite an accomplishment, all these
things made him above the average of his race,
for shrewdness and skill must be possessed under
the circumstances. The salutation he gave the
inmates of the Gold Stai· Saloon was received by
chuckles and smiles. The fellow behind the bar
laughed heartily as if he regarded the Chinaman
as nothing short of a ,genuine joke.
"What will you have, heathen?" he called out
pleasantly, when he had ceased laughing. "We
seen yer ride past here with that party, an'
leadin' a pack-horse an' ·a mule. I've seen a li:Jt
of Chinamen in my day, an' I'm abJe to tell you
from the other one what was with yer."
"You velly sma rtee Melican man, so be," Hop
declared, looking at him as if he regarded him as
very bright indeed. ."Me wantee lillee tanglefoot.
Me gottee velly muchee pain, so be."
.Then his face took on a look of agony, and he
doubled himself up and began jumping about the
room. The bartender seemed to have a little sympathy for him, for he hurriedly poured some
li'Quor in a glass and ran from behind the bar.
Hop straightened up hurriedly, and talring it
from him swallowed the contents of the glass at
a r,iµple gulp. Then a happy· smile suddenly
came over his face, and with a sigh of relief he
exclaimed:
·
• "Fine! Lat allee ·light. Me vell7 mucbee
'bUgee. Um pain allee samee go- away.'

,
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"Cur.ed _mighty qµick, hi:athen," <:>ne of t,he men

who was , more lanky and ugly m appearance
than the ,:est remarlced. "Most likel_y you ain'.t
got no money~". . .
~ • /
!':You vellv: muche rnistakee," was _the r eply.
"Me gottee plenty money."
.
To show that he had, H9p suddenly proiluced a
roll of bills that was so large that it fairly made
the eyes of those present bulge, Not s_a tbfled
with this he drew from another pock;:t a buckskin
bag, and'. unhe_s itatingly h~ dum ~ d ti1e content s
upon the bar Gold and silver corns wer e there,
many of the former being of the .t~nty-dollar denomination. One of them rolled ·upon .the bar,
and .the lanky man hurriedly picked it _up. ~e
placed it between his te<:t~1 .and g ave _.a bite, as . if
he doubted it being genurne, and then mad:" out
that he dropped it again, though rea lly h e_slip£>'::d
it in his ·pocket. . Hop _did not_ seem to mmd t his
in •the lea.st. He act ed w st as 1f h e h ad. no ~now ledge that the man had p~cked up the com, or
that he had even dropped 1t upon the,,floor.
.
· "Evelybody h avee hllee tanglefoot; he . ~ i~l
smiling cheerfully. "Me velly ~ m&r~ . Chmee.
It was evident that the man.. behind the bar
did not exact ly like the idea of t~e lanky man
keeping the twenty-d?Har goldp~ece, for ·...he
frowned slightly and shat a m eanmg glan ce at
him.
.
"Frank, the heathen i.s good enough t? ;1-~ ~l~
hands to have a drink. I reckon there 9:m t ,go1!l
to be no sich game worked her-e, ,11ot whib I m m
charge of this here place. Jest 'Tl.and ~over. what
belongs· to him."
. ,
,,
"You know who you're talkin to, Jerry, wa s
the half angry retort. "You know, too, tha t I'm
1 the side partner of Hank Rose. If 1 wanted to do
a · little stunt, I've g,ot a right. to do i_t. '"What'.s
the use of you sayin' anytb.iJ?g ~bout ~t, wh~n it
wasn't noticed'! The best thmg you km do is to
keep your mouth shut."
"lt is, eh?" and the boss of the saloon sho:wed
anget· r ight-' away. "I'm givm' it to_ you ~tra~ght
that you can't tlo that kind of business m h_ere.
It might have worked all right over i~ Red fim's
place but in the Gold Star Saloon it won t go.
It do~'t make no difference to me whether you're
Hank Rose''S · side partner or not. You p lank
down that twenty-dollar goldpiece or I'll 'bore a
hole through yer."
Before the words had hardly left the mouth of
the spea.keT a revolver showed in his hand, and it
was pointed stra ight at the lanky man who~ he
called Frank. Hop appeared somewhat surprised
and frighten,ed as well.
"Whattee mattee?" _he cried, jump~ng back_ excitedly. "You allee samee shootee wcee Melican

,,

'

.
•

-

m~,nH.':athe~" retorted Jerry; without · taking his
'
·
"don 't you
eyes from tp-e
man he was covermg,
know that he's got some of ybur money? You
dropped a twenty-dolls: gold~ie~e OJ? the bar an'
he p-icked it up an' shpped it 1;1 hi~ pock~t., I
seen him with my -0wn eyes, an I amt gom to
let no sich thing happen in my place.''
"Lat allee light" Hop answered cheerfully.
"Me knowee lat. 'Me _no 'ftaid he ke_epee,, u~
money. He p1ay lillee 3okee on poor Chinee.
;
"Don't you believe that, heathen. Frank amt
tn the habit of pla_yin' jekes ~ _that ktn4 Be•a
rot the money ·n his pocket, an il I hadn t la--

fered . you wou}.d ner,er have seen it _ag'in. But
you'll see it now. He's goin' to hal'.ld it t,,o yel'
.right away:, ain't yer, Frank?"
.·
·
There , was a smile. on Jerry'.s face now~ and
a s ,he nodded his head to the rascally fellow the
hand of the latter slipped into his pocket and ou~
came the coin.
•
· , ·
"You have made a fool of yourself, Jerry!" .he
exclaimed. "The heathen kno~ed it was only m""
fun... If he hadn't h e. sartinly would have said
somet},Jn' about it." .
·
"That's _a ll _right," and the barkeeper put his
gun away. "I know you a blamed sight ·better
than the heathen does. You. can't work none of
your game in here, not when I'm on du'ty ~elf~
Maybe when
man is i_n chlll:ge it migll! be
different, . 'cause he .ain't got as much sand in l1illl
as I have. But the,:e ain't nothin' in Bowie Bar
as. is goin' to soace me. You know that an' so
d.oos · J{ank. Ro~e. . He ain't here _ npw, a:r;t' I'm
talkin' behind his back. But if he was to come in
I'd say it jest as quick."
"Who's i hat taikin' about tne?" a rough voice
called· out from the doorway at the rear of the
saloon.
..
- .
"I am, Hank,·• Jerry answered quickly, an&" he
promptly reached for his gun, which he had laid
on a shelf under the bar.
Then in strode a -man of the desperado type. A
long mustache twisted at the ends was the only -.
thi:ng that _adorned his face in the way of a heard.
But there were two or three scars showing upon
his no~ . and cheeks, and one of his eyes had a
decided squint in it. Altogether he was a decidedly ugly-appearing man. Br~ad-shouldered and
powerful, he surely looked to he one that would
prove no mean ioe to contend with, too, and as he
came forward with a SW&'li("ger
a wicked gleam
in his eyes, all but the fellow _called Jerry stepped
back to give him plenty of room.
"Talkin' about me behind, my back, eli ?" .lie
continued, as he looked ins_olently at the proprietor of the saloon.
· "Yes, an' I said I wasn't afraid to say it to
your fare. I'll ~y it now.''
•
"You'll say what?"
"That I ain 't afraid of ~body in .Bowfo Bar,
not even Hank Rose. Now then, I've sai<i iL
What are you goin' to do?"
"I don't know a.s I'm g'oin' to do anything," an
the big desperado iorced a laugh. "I never said
you was afraid -0f me, did I?''
"No, you didn't," admitted Jerry, still hold~
the 1·evolver ttnder the bar.
•
"I happened to be comin' along when I he.ad
you speak my name. Then I stop~d an' listened," resumed Hank Rose. "As near as I ki11
make out, my side partner here was mad at -you
for somethin'."
"That's jest it, Hank," Frank spoke up quickly.
"I was playinr a littli: joke on this here heathen_
an' Jerry Myers didn't like it. He got mad at
me an' was goin'_to :shoot me. What do you think
of that?"
"He makee lillee joke, so be,.. Hop spoke u,p.
"Misler Frank velly nicee Melkan man. M•
likee hlm Telly muchee."
"Ha. ha, ha!'' and Bank Rose laughed .heartily.
"That bein' tbe case, Jerry, }'OU was bolle:ria9
afal-. you waa hurt."

my
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"I was, eh? Well, I reckon zi.ot. . Maybe the would have filled yer full -of lead long afore this.
Chinaman ain't meanin' all he says, either."
You're•. always pickin' on me, it seems, an' now
"Me Yt>ung Wild West's Cleviµ- Chinee," ven- you're away over the limit. Jest you look out ·for,
tured Hop. "Me comee flom. China. Me gottee yourself, Jerry · Myers. Some of these times I'll
velly s~ai:tee uncle in China, and me allee samee start a shootin' match in this here place, an' you'll
likee my ·uncle."
_
be ready for the undertaker about the time the
" Oh!" and the face of Jerry ~yers lighted up first shot is fired. I've a . strong notion to start
u if by magic. "Now I know somethin'. I had . right in an' do it now."
·
ari idea that it was Young Wild West what' rode
"Start her lJ,P, Hank," and then . up came -the
past here a little while ago an' went back toward revolver from behind the bar, while the look in
the broo),c. It was him, all right, boys, an' this _ the p roprietor's eye told plainly that he was ready
is Hop Wah, the slickest Chinee what ever wor~ to shoot: · ·
-..
•
4 pig-tail'."
"Pshaw! Let's have a drink," ,s poke up Frank.
·
,
"Who's, this Young Wild •West?" demanded "This . here busin.ess is gittin' tiresome. Every
Hank Rose surlily..
·
· . no"'. an• th_e n the same thing happens. Hank,-you .
"See -here, Hank," Jerry retorted, shaking 'his · know.very well that Jerry .has got it in for yer. I
head, "thei:e. ain't no need of you askin' sich a s'pose it's. 'cause you ·owe him a few dollars." ·
question a s tlra.t . You have heard tell of Young
"You haye ~ot that wrong', Frank," ihe boss re-·
Wild West, the Champion Deadshot. Don't , say torted, quickly. ·" You owe 111e a' 'few dollars, too,
you ain't> either, 'cause you have spoke about him an' I don't expect you'll ever pay; me·. ·You know
right afore me more than once. I've often ·heard p_utty well that ·you can't owe ni.e. no more, hough,
S Hank'. You~_ain't got no credit here
)ou· say that you wou!d like_to meet him an'·. s~ow · an' •so .dQ.e_
any more than you have got over at Red Jim's
hqµ how .quick you kin shoot."
'
.
"What if I did?" came the reply. "But I'm place. You ain't--"
"Everybody ha~ee dlink," interrupted Hop. "Me .
askiJL' the · question, who is this Young Wild
West? ' I'm meanin' by that -that the heathe11 is no likee li!l talkee. Pletty soonee me gittee velly
muchee 'flaid and go outtee."
·
to answer, · anyhow."
"Young Wild West velly smartee Melican boy,"· ' "Here yer ~re,' heathen," the proprietor said,
Hop spoke up bland!} . "He shootee allee buttons · a-s he pushed ·a bottle toward him. "Help yourftom um shirtee velly muchee quickee. He makee self. I'm goin' to stand treat this time. It's agin
you dance 11m tenderfoot dance, too. He no 'flaid the grain for ine to treat Hank an' Frank, but
I'll let it go this time. Help yourself. I'm mighty
of seventeen men and fifty-thlee glizzly bears."
to have you here; I hope Young Wild West
"Heathen " Rose said, taking a i;;tep forward, glad
and pointing a finger menacingly at him, "you're an' his pards will drop in an' see me putty soon."
The two ruffians referred to in such a sarcastic
talkin' altogether too fast . Mayb~ you're Youn~ way
did not seem to mind it in the least, but acWild West's heathen, an' all that, but that don't cepted
their drinks quickly enough. _ Then Hop
say that you kin make fun of me right to my coolly took
a big black cigar from his pocket, and,
face. For a two-cent piece I'd pick yer up an' stri}dng a match,
lighted it.
. ,,- •
chuck yer out of this :i,tere saloon."
He let the ligh_ted match drop to the floor the
"Me np gottee two-cent piece," and Hop felt in same as any one would be apt to do, and then-his pockets as if he was searching for .one. "Me . Puff! Up went a flash and then the room was
r;ottee fivee-cent piece; so be. Maybe lat allee filled with smoke. The Chinaman had his eye on
tight."
the door at the time, and he leaped lightly toward
"Hank, if you have got' any sense about you it, and, getting outside, walked rapidly toward the
you'll let the l\eathen alone," called out the boss other saloon.
of the saloon. "You know as . well as I do that
you don't stand no more show with Young Wild
West than you would if a dozen cattle had stam_CHAPTER IV.-Wild and Charlie Get Ac-eded an' you was right in the way of 'em. Jest
quainted With the Mipers.
l;t the heathen alone, now, an' maybe .he'll do
somethin' to amus& us. I happen to know from
Since they had guests to dine with them, Cheywhat I've heard that he's mighty slick in the
way c,f showing magic tricks. Maybe he'll do enne Charlie's wile_ took a little extra pajns in the
assistance she gave Wing Wah, the cook, and the
somethin' like that now."
•
"I don't want to see none of his magic tricks," result was that about half-past twelve a meal,
grumbled the bad man. "I've a notion ·to chuck such as little S11llie Hardy had never seen in her ·
life, was ready for them.
• him out, anyhow."
Wild and Arietta saw to it that the orphans
"You ain't got sand enough to do it, an' you were given a good place, and
then the tin plates
know it," declared Jerry, who seemed to under- before them were heaped with
good things
stand the character of the man quite well. "All that had been .cooked by Wing the
and the scout's
you're good for is to scare the timid ones an' boss wife. At first the boy and girl were
but
them around .as don't feel like pickin' up a fight. when they started to eat once thf s soon timid,
thein,
You're big enough an' strong ·enough, df course, and our friends t horoughly enjoyed it toleft
see them
but when iJ; comes to the genuine sand, it ain't eat.
there. You're ijke an abandon~d mine; you're all
"The other Chinee isn't here yet; is he?" Ben
petered out."
·
.asked, looking around and noticing that Wing was
"I don't know d!i! I've done notkin' to you to sitting on the ground by himself, eating away in
make you talk like th at," the bad man answered, hearty fashion.
frowning darkly. "Some of these times I'll turn
"No he's probably over at one of the whiskyon yer. If it w asn't that I like yer putty well I mills.' 1
)
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"He was in one of them and he had quite a big
"Thank you!" was the reply.
time there, so a man said who came into the
"Boy's let me •introduce you to the C]lampion
store just before I left."
Dt;adshot of the West, an' his name is Young
"Did the man say what he did?"
· Wild West," went on Jerry, waving his hand in
"He made a big smoke in the barroom. I.t was a sort of triumphant way.
in the Gold Star ·saloon. Hank Rose and some
It seemed that ne~rly all of the men had heard
other men were there at the time, and they got of the boy, even •if they had not met him, and
badly scared. That happened more than h~lf an there was not one of them who was not eager t o
hour ago, though, and I don't 'lcmlw where the shakA his hand. Wild was very good-natured
Chinee kin be now."
about this, and permitted them all to have the
He walked briskly up to the spot, . and when pleasure of doing it. Then he introduced them
quite near the camp he suddenly appeared to. draw to Cheyenne Charlie, saying as he did so:
from hls mouth a tiny, Japanese para.sol, which he
'.'This is t~e man vyho has stuck to me through
opened and held over his_ head. _This ca,~sed the thick and thm. Whlle he gets a little angry at
. two children to open their eyes m astomshment. times, there never was a better fellow on earth."
Before they could ask any question about it the
Then it came Charlie1s turn to have his hand
Clever Chinee closed the parasol and theh seemed shaken, and he declared when the last one had
to swallow it.
taken the privilege that he was mighty glad of
"Hop what have you been up to?" Wild asked, it, since he was not in the habit of meeting s<>
rather ~rnly, as he looked at the smiling China- many good fellows at one time. There must have
man, who was about to go and wash his hands in been more than a score in the shanty, but Young
a pail of water that was used for that.purpose. Wild West was nothing if not liberal, and though
"Me see um vellv bad Melican man, Misler he never drank anything strong himself, he d.j,l
Wild," was the reply.
•
not object if others did, so long as they con"You did eh? Well, how about the smoke you ducted themselves in a proper manner:
made in th~ Gold Star Saloon?"
"Give the gentlemen something to driM boss,"
"Who say lat?'' and the Chinaman looked he said, as he nodded to Jerry.
'
around questioningly.
·
.
"Right yer are," came the repl7.:- "Come, boys,
"I heard about it, Mr. Hop," Ben spoke up, as if what are you goin' to have? You re drinkin' with
he was· sorry he had said anything about it.
Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot."
"Oh! Lat allee light. Me makee lillee sm?kee
It was not necessary to give a second invitaand havee plenty fun with two, thlee 'bad Mehcan tion. Then the miners who had been ready to go
men Len. me go to Led Jim's place. Lat no to their work hurried to the bar and their wants
goodee saloon. Ley wantee shootee poor Chinee." were quickly supplied.
"Did they want to shoot you?" the little girl
"Gentlemen," the young deadshot said/. after he
• asked, rather excitedly. "Why should thef want had paid Jerry the amount due him, 'we have
• to shoot you?"
learned that you have two orphans here at Bowie
"Ley wa'Qt~e gittee my money. But me no Bar. Just now they are at our camp, and we
gittee two, thlee •dlinks of tanglefoot, len me have taken a great interest in them. The bo:,
makee more smokee, and comee outtee velly tells us that a man named Hank 'Rose shot his
muchee quickee. Evelythling allee light. Me father, but that he ·was justified in doin, it. Do
allee samee velly smartee Chinee. Hip hi, · any of you know anything about this?'
hoolay!" ·
"I know all about it, Young Wild West," Jerry
"Mr. Wil<l," Ben said, as he stood waiting for Myers answered quickly. "Hank Rose is one of
biggest bluffers, an' at the same time the bigthe Yo ung deadshot after having left . the bi, the
gest rascal that ever drank whisky at a nrinin'
rock after finishing his dinner, "my boss says
• camp bar. But it was Jim Hardy's fault that be
needn't come back until three o'clock. If you got shot. He sta.ted the row an' pulled his gun,
would like to KO and see our claim before th at but he wasn't quick enough. While most of us
time it will be all right."
here ain't got no use for Hank Rose or any of ...,·...,.....~
"All right, Ben," was the reply. · "We'll go gang, it can't be said that it was bis fault."
over there and see if we can't locate the gold for
"But it's unfortunate that such a sad thing
you. If there's a lode there, or a pocketf I reckon should happen. The two children have no relawe'll be able to find it. Anyhow, I'll te l you my tives or no place to go to, so they are living .a
opinion of it after I have looked the ground the claim their father left them."
thoroughly over. We'll go over there in about an
"An the clainl petered out long ago," spoke up
hour. Just now I want to visit the saloons be-- one of the miners. "I s'pose if it was worth anyfore the miners go back to their work. I haven't thing it would have been jumped long afore tma. a great deal of time, but I reckon I'll go right 'cause Hank Rose an' his gang has a great way of ·
away. Come on, Charlie."
doin' sich things."
The scout was ready, so ~e two ,at once set
"They have, eh? You don't mean to tell me
out, leaving Jim at the camp, as usual, for he that you would have allowed them to do such a
generally was sat.isfted to remain there and keep thing."
the company of the girls. The first place the two
"How could we stop it?"
.
entered was the Gold Star Saloon. ,lerry Myers,
"How could you stop it? Why, you know very
the boss, was behind the bar, and he was doing a well that it wouldn't be right for them ·to do such
rushing business. But wJ,.en Young Wild West· a thing."
• •
and Cheyenne Charlie entered it suddenly ceased,
"Yes, but there's some doubti.. about any of the
for all eyes "'.~re turhed upon them.
claims bein' legal ones here1 l!n' if the owner of
"Hello, Young Wild West!" Jerry_called out. one dies an' leaves a couple of little kids, how are
"You're jest as welcome as if you was the presi- . they goin' to bold the claim?"
dent of the United States, an' so is your pard." , Wild saw right away the conception the minera
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of the camp took in the matter, so he nodded his come mighty near blowin' the shebang up. See
head and laughingly said:
that black spot on the floor right in front of yer?"
f'Well, that's all right. There isn't much in the
Wild looked down and saw it.
way of law and order here, I know. But if it
"He set off so• powder, I suppose."
.
should happen that -this clium ~urns out to be all
"Must have been powder, but no one seen him
right after all, I wouldn't advise Hank Rose, as put ·i t on the floor."
,·
you call him, or anyone else, to jump it. If such
"What made him do this, will you tell me?"
a thing happens you can bet your life that there
"Maybe Hank Rose will tell yer. He got the
~ be somebody here to take. the part of the
same dose .over in the Gold Star that he got here.
orphans."
Maybe he'll be willin' to take another dose, I
"You'll be the one to do that, Young Wild don't know.'~
West, an' I know it," cried the proprietot. "Jest
"Hank,'' the young deadshot saidJ stepping over
you start in that way an' you'll have about three- to the man the boss had indicated by Jerking his
quarters ·of the men here at your back." .
thumb that way, "go ahead and .tell me why the
"All right," and the boy turned to the door•"I Chinaman set off the powder in here and filled
reckon we'll go over to the other whisky mill now. the , place full of smoke.''
We,.are anxious to meet this wonderful man. who
"So you're Young Wild West, are you?" Hank
is such a bluffer, as you say." .
retorted, ignoring what was said to him entirely
So saying, the young deadshot went on outside, and putting on a very bold front.
'
the scout following him. Nearly all the miners
"Why, yes. I thought you knew that before."
came out, too, and after remaining there until
"You're s'posed to be a mighty quick shot, ain't
they saw the two enter Red Jim's Hotel, as it yer?"
.
was called, they started back to return to ,J;heir
"Yes, I believe I am. I hear that you are
work. Hop had said quite enough to convince too."
•
'
· both our hero and the scout that Red Jim's place
"I'm about as quick as they make 'enf. But"
would be one to find the bad element of the camp. see here, you're actin' in what I call a putty sassy
Charlie kept close behind the young deadshot as · way, You come in here grinnin' like a foolish
he. pushed the swinging door open ·and entered. furn-cat an' talkin' jest as if you didn't care a
Both heard loud talking and laughing as they blame for anything in creation. Maybe you don't
neared the spot, so they were prepared to see know that I'm one of the w.orst nwn what ever
uite a number inside. It happened that they breathed."
• ·
struck it just right, for Hank Rose_ a1!d Fra~k,
"Well, you do look as if you might b somettiing
his side partner, were at the _bar drmkmg, while like th! t," Wild answered tantalizingly. "HJrmstanding near them were a dozen or more very less, though, aren't you?"
rough and dirty-looking f_ellows. The : conversa"What do you mean by that?"
tion ceased-instantly as Wild and Charhe entered.
, "I mean that you wouldn't hurt anybody."
Red Jim the owner of the place, was behind the
Hank began to lqse his nerve right away.
bar sitti~g on a high stool and waiting for busi- · ·. "I s'pose Jerry Myers has been tellin' you a
ness.
whole lot of stuff, You'ng Wild West."
e''How are you, ie.ntlemen ?" our hero called out
"Wild,'' spoke up the scout, his eyes flashing,
in his cool and easy way. "I believe this is what "that sneakin' CQyote ain't worth botherin' with.
is called Red Jim's Hotel."
,1" est let him alone, an' maybe he'll say somethin'
"You're believin' jest right, kid,''. the proprietor to me. Wliile it ain't worth: your botherin' with
answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "I be~ him, it may be for me. I'd jest like to smack
Ueve you're called Young Wild West.',.
him a good one 'right in the ·snoot."
"You have got that right, Mr. Red Ji,n. Who
"Hold on, Charlie," Wild said, somewhat surtold you?"
prised at the rashness displayed by his partner.
"Who told you that this place was called Red "I don't know as the man has done anytl>Jng to
warrant his reeciving a. slap in the face. Let him
Jim'a Hotel?"
',! ! didn't ha.ve to be told. There's a sign over alone.''
~ door stating that much."
"Jest as you say, Wild.''
"Oh, you kin read, eh?"
Hank was very mad now, though it was evi"Yes · can you?"
dent that he feared to make a demonstration.
"Not'a whole lot. But I had that sign painted,
"Jest what I've always he~1;' he said, turnan I irpose it's all right."
ing to Red Jim. "Young_ Wild west an' his. pards
Wild decided that he would not do anything are always pickin' on innocent people, jest so they
that might start trouble, ~o after thinking for a kin show some fancy shootin'. I can't be blamed
moment, he nodded to the proprietor and said:
for takin' all this from 'em, either, 'cause what
"Well, Mr. Red Jim, I heard that one of our would be the use of me pullin' a gun?. I'd git.
Chinamen was ovei: here a short time ago. Is chunks of lead through me afore I could touch
tla&t right-?"
the trigger. I know that, so I ain'• goin' to do a
"There was a heathen here as sure as you live," thing. But jest do»'t let one of 'em lay hands
was the reply. "The greatest heathen I ever seen, . on me. •If that's done I'll jest show that I'm
too. He's slicker than a pound of axle grease. about as strong as a three-year-old bull.''
The boys sorter thought they was goin' to git the
Charlie made a move as if he intended to seize
~ of him. but they didn't."
.
the man and engage in a wrestli11g match with
"Did he: do anything in the way of damage him, but Wild pulled him back.
here? If so, I want to pay the bill," Wild went
"Let him alone,'' the boy advised:. "He isn't
on, apparently not notic1nK" the last of what the •worth it, Charlie. It was his bullet that killea
man said.
•
Jim Hardy, and the result is that there a:re two
"I don't know as you kin call ii damas&, but he little orphans at Bowie Bar. But since we ha.ft
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learned that it wasn't altogether · his fault, we'll
let. it go at that. Come out.. We'll get out of
here.' 1
Then the two walked out "1thout either of
them 11pending a cent, leaving the inmates of, the
barroom staring after them i:11. amazement. . ·

"I knowed you would do that the minute I seen
you comin," the store-keeper declared. "Thinki:IJ.'
of takin' 'em ay;ay with yer an' puttin' 'em somewhere so they kin have a gO'Od chance to git ahead
in the world?"
·
• "Yes, I was thinkin' of <loin' that: But I want
to make sure if their claim is any good before I
take them away."
"You won't find nothin' on that claim that's;worth while," Gus declared. "Jim Hardy was a
mighty ~ootl prospector, an' he went over every
inch of that ground as many as a hundred times.
It was only a place\- what he struck• there at the
sta,tt, an' when that was worked out there was
nofflin' more to be found."

CHAPTER V.-Younl!: Wild West Locating a
Lod
,
e.
On their way ba"k Young Wild West and Chey,.,
enne Charlie stopped at the store. They found
}3ig Gus in a very good humor.
"Hello, gents!" he called out, as he came out
While our hero did not think it very likely that
and stood in the shade before his store. "Been . there was a lode on the orphans' claim, he felt
takin' a laok a'I'ound the camp?"
that he would keep his promise and make a thor• "We just dropped in at both the saloons, that's' ough examination of the spot, so nodding to the
all," Wild answered.
store-keeper and assuring him that the orphans
"See anything of Hank Rose an' the rest of the were going to be well taken care of, he turned
bad gang?"
·
'
and made his way back to the camp, Charlie go"Hank Rose was there, and I suppose a few of ing with ·him, of course. · The two children ·saw
th, rest might be members of what you say is the them
coming and ran to meet them.
1
bad gang. But say, Gus, do you really think
'Are you going over to our claim now, Mr.
those fellows are bad?"
Wild?" the little girl asked excitedly.
"In a -way they are. Most of 'em would steal
"")'."es, Sallie," w,a s the reply. "I reckon we'll
lightnin' if they coulcf git their hands on it with- go right over."
out gittin' struck dead." .
"And you're going to show Ben where the gold
"I believe- that. Irut do you really think there is, aren't you?"
·
would ba much fight in them if it came to· the
"I'll try to, if there is any there."
pinch!"
~
"Mr. Hop says he'll go, too, and that maybe
"No; Hank Rose kin scare a stranger about as he'll blow up the rocks and find the gold." .
quick as anyone could, but jest let somebody turn
"That isn't a bad idea," the young deadshot
on him an' he shows that he's got a yaller streak · said smili-ngly. - ·
runnin' clean down his back."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild," Hop spoke up,
"He showed that a little whi.Je ago."
for he was near enough to hear the conversation.
"You didn't have no trouble with him, did you?'' "You findee where um gold is and me makee velly
"Not at all. My friend here tried to make bigee bang. Locks and dirt fly allee- over."
some trouble, though,. but I wouldn't let him do
"~ll right, we'll all. go over to the Orphanl'
it."
.
.
Claim. I suppose that is the proper name for it."
"Pshaw I" exclaimed the scout, shaking his head
Wild did not mean all of them, at that, for
-disgustedly._ "If there ain't no worse men here when they left· their camp, Wing, the cook, :rethan this here galoot you call Hank R9se, there lhained the:r;e to watch it, though nine times out
hadn't oughter ever be any trouble here." ·
of ten he went to sleep. But our hero and the
"You fellers wasn't .long in findin' this out. scout had-seen enough of the inhabitants of Bowie
But now an' then when a copple of strangers Bar to convin~e them that it" would be perfectly
come here they git warmed up a whole lot an' safe to leave ·even a sleeping Chinaman in charge
sometimes they're robbed, too. Everybody knows of the camp, so a few miuutes later they set*out
ttiat Hank Rose an' Frank, his side partner, gen- along the path. that would take them to the claurt(r
erally gits the money what's missin'. But there that had been left to the children by their father.
ain't nothin' done about it." •
It was noi much of a walk, and with Ben and Sal"A rather funny way of running things here !ie leading J;he way, ~hey followed the path, passat, Bowie Bar, -I ihould say." .
mg some of the claims that were being worked
. "Yes, I sµp11ose it is. But aboµt seventy per . upon by the miners, and soon were at the tent the :
cent. of the men here is willin' to mind their own children occupied as a home.
business an' keep on accumulatin' as much dust ·
"A lonesome spot fo~ t"wo children to live I
as they kin, so they don't mind it much when- the should think," Arrieta _remarked, looking at ~u:t bad gang· creates a disturbance with any.,, hero.
strangers. The fact is that most of the strangers . ''.~That's rig~t, Et,'' was the reply. "But they ~
what comes he9e are bad ones themselves. Some- m~st on ~taying hfre_. · The . store-keeper would ·
• times they're professional gamblers, an' some- gladly take them both m, so I -understand."
- ·,
times they're out-an'-out thieves, waitin' fo1· a
"We thought it was best to stay on our claim,'!' ·
chance
clean out a)l they kin of their dust an' Ben spoke up earnestly. "If we , left it Hank ·
money.
,
nose -or· somebody else might jump it, and then if :
"Things are a little pecu,liar here," the yqung there was any gold found hefe we woudn't get ft.,...,,..
deadshot remp-k~. shakJng his head and smf1•
"From the _reports I •have · heard · your claim -i• ·1
inp:. "I don' know ~s I am going to interfere con,sidered to be about worthless Ben" the you~ •
with anybody, but I don't mind te\ling you; Gu.s, . dea,<fshot <ieclared. . ••But," ·he ~ad'ded hop"dully, l
that we propose to •h elp along the orphans all we · "maybe_w~•n strike some.t hing here. · W e'U looll :
i:an.''
around ri.rht away." · :
· ·
._ .'
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·•·· The children insisted on showing them inside particles that · have been taken from here· must
fhe tent, which was divided into two parts, and have been washed from somewhere, it stands to
they seemed proud of'their little home, as th~y .reason that they come from under the bank."
'.called it. Wild and his.partners soon turned their
":You velly tmartee Melican boy, Misler· Wild.
attention away from . the tent, ]lowever. They You knowee allee 'boutee findee gold.''
·
'noticed that the claims on either side of the one
"You think so, eh? Well, I've ,found considerbelonging to the orphans had been abandoned, and able of it, young as I am."
\bis did not make it look at all encouraging.
"Found enough to make us all rich, anyhow,"
"Boys " the young deadshot said, pointing to Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, somewhat proudly.
the high bank tjiat was directly behind the tent, "Hop, the first gold Wild ever struck. was afore
''the gold dust was washed down that little hill we knowed you, or Wing, either. That was up in
and along acro~s t~ entire claim. Th.at is where the Black Hills." .
.
Jim Hardy had been working, as you can see.
"Me know allee 'bouttee, Misler Charlie. 'Me
The brook runs right along close to· the placer, hear lat tellee plenty timee. Misler Wild allee
aµd it was easy for him to keep on washing' out samee stlike it lich when he was sixteen. Len he
dirt as long as it lasted. It looks· as though the stlike "it lich plenty more timee. Now he stlike
ground has been well gone over. . But there mar, it lich for um poor lillee boy and girl.''
be such a thing as another lode under that bank. '
The Chinaman then gave a nod just as if he
"Me findee outtee velly muchee quickee, Misler · felt confident that what -he said was the truth,
·Wild," Hop Wah spoke up, a~ he stepped_ for- and, taking Wild gently by the arm, pulled him
ward, holding a package that must have weighed away from the crevice. From the package, which
easily two pounds in his hand.
was really a· home-made bomb, a fuse was pro"What have you got there, Hop, dynamite?" truding. Hop broke the end from this so the
Jim Dart asked, with a smile.
powder could be seen, and then coo ly attached
"No dynamite, Misler Jim. It allee samee velly a smaller fuse that was probably ten feet in
goodle gunpowder. Somethling else, too. Makee length to it. This done, he dropped the bomb
ffl}y muchee bang!
Tear evelythling allee into the crevice as far back as· he could reach.
_pieces!'.
.
.
.
.
"Somethling happen velly muchee quickee," he
' "Some chemical of your own mvenbon mixed declared, as· he trailed the fuse out along the
with the powder, eh?"
groU'Ild. "Nowlen, evelybody lookee outtee. Velly
"Lat light, Misler Jim.'.'
bigee bang pletty soonee."
..
"And you feel like making an explosion, do
They all started .for the tent, f6r they knew
-you?"
pretty well that the explosion would cause ,quite
"If Mr. Wild showee me where he wantee um a disturbance.
glound blowee uppee, me velly soonee do it."
"Girls," Wild called out, as he came over to
"If I permit you to do such a thing it will them, "I reckon it wouldn't be a bad idea to get a
merely be for an experiment/' the young d~d- little further away. H!)P is going to set off a
shot retorted. "Come on up here. We'll look into blast."
.
·
that crevice back there from which the placer
"Thel'e won't be no dange11 of it knocking the
started."
tei;i,t down, will there?" the little girl asked.
· They walked about a hundred feet froI1l the
. Not very m_uch d~nger. But a piece of rock
tent, and when thev got to the end of the dry might come flymg this way, and it would be apt
water-course that had been worked completely ~o hit so.mel?ody if they were close enough. It's
out by the children's father, they could see that Just as well to get to a ~d safe distance. Come
an extra lot of digging had taken place. _-he on, now."
ground had been loosened to a depth of two or
The boy took the hand of Sallie and.led her on.
three feet and pieces of stone and ch nks of toward some p~ne ~r~es that were growing right
qaartz had been turned out of the crevice. Wild where the claim Jomed another. Hop waited
teok the pick Cheyenne Charlie was carrying and until they g_o t there, and then he calmly struck a
·•rust it in as far as he could reach. Then. he match and bghted the fuse. That done he lighted
'DQlled out a piece of flint-like rock which sparkled a cigar with the same match, and then came
if it was filled with tiny diamonds, But" there strolling along just as if there was ,no such thing
was no gold there, he could tell that at _a glance. as an explosion likely to occur in abou1P a minute.
A tendel'foot or one who ·haa never seen the He looked back and could see the spark jump~11
precious metal in its crude state might have along toward the crevice. Then with a nod of
thought so, but he would have been mistaken. !J.'he satisfaction he quickened his pace a little • and
boy made two or three attempts, but could find just as ~e joined t~e rest .of the party ther~ was
absolutely nothing that seemed to be of value. • a, deafenmg explosion and the ground-fairly trem"l don't k,now, Hop,'' he said, looking over to- bled under their feet.
·
ward the tent. "I suppose you· might dislodge
"Oh, oht" cried Ben. "A pieci has been blown
aom~ of this rock with that improvised bomb of out of the hill. Look, look!"
.
:,ours. If. you want to waste so much powder
Su.re enough, a big chunk of what seemed to be
o(i chemicals, go ahead and set it off."
solid rock that must have weighed several tons
, .'~01.r thlinkee um lode here, Misler Wild?"
h,ad been dislodged, and lay as much- as twenty
11. •.~Well, if there is any. gold at all-to be found in feet away from the spot where the bomb had
,'lllis bank it certainly ought to be right back of ~en placed.
.
,. ;
t.lrls spot. Here is where it was washed · out at
·"Bleakee uppee um bank velly muchee quickee,
~ e time long ago, and when the water-course so ·be," Hop• declared, as he started for the spot.
lliecame dry it was easy, for the propr-ietor to find
The powder had caused oonside.rable smoke · of
• It. Of course, there has got to be a starting point course, but this soon blew .away, for there ·wi:. a
fair everything, and since the gold dust and tinJ gentle breeze coming from the southwest. Wild
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and his partners ran after the Chinaman, and
they all got there at about the same time. Leaping down into a hole from which the smoke was
. still coming, Wild looked around sharply. At first
he co,uld see nothing but ordinary rock and earth.
Then sudd{lnlv a richer spot with some glistening
streaks of yellow running through it attr~cted his
attention. • The boy knew what it was instantly,
but he drew his hunting knife ·and thrust the
point upon the spot .before he said anything. It
was gold, all right, and it was soft enov.gh to permit the point of the knife to punch into it as far
as a sixteenth of an inch. Instead of getting excited as the average person· wou~d have done, the
young· deads~ot simply gave a nod of satisf~ctioR
and said:
"Well, boys, here's the lode. I reckon I located
if all right when I followed the worked-out places
to the crevice. The two kids are all right now,
for I reckon it won't take very lon{ to sell th is
claim to somebody.' If what we have hea rd is
true, it hasn't been filed properly, any11ow. ·But
we can•.do it for •them. Charlie, you can easily
have yourself ' appointed as guardian 'for th e
orphans, and then sell the claim for them. How
does that strike vou ?"
"Great gimlets!" the scout exclaimed, he being
far more agitated than Jim was, th ough he h~d
been rendered speechless at what the youn3 deadshot said.
'
"We won't need any gimlets, great ones or
small ones, to bore into this yellow stuff," Wild
answ:ered laughingly. "Wake up. It isn't th e
first time you have seen a gold lode bared suddenly, is it?"
"No: it ain't, but I'll tell you one thing, Wild, it
always sorter takes me by surprise when anything like this here happens. Say, .let me have a
look."
Then he got down upon. his hands- and knees,
and' Pee ring into the hole looked at the ricfi spot.
"It's gold, all right, Jim,''. he said, shaking his
head with delight. "Every word Wild jeSt said
is as true as the sun overhead. Them orphans
of Bowie Bar is goin' to be rich, an' you kip bet
your life that there ain't no one goin' to cheat
'em out of this claim. either."
Jim dropped down in the hole, Wild making
way for him, and then after satisfying himself
that it really was the beginning of a lode, he
nodded his head and exclaimed:
"I never felt more glad in my life. Hurrah!"
Charlie .~ined in cheering with him, and this
hjid the effect of causing the girls and the orphans
tq come closer to the spot, fllr they had pauged
about" twentv feet away and were unable to hear
all the young deadshot was saying, since he' was
down in the hole.
•
"Have you foun.d it?" Ben asked eagerly.
"Yes," was the reply. "Here's yoiir lode. Now
then, I reckon you're all right."
Then Wild reached up and, taking him by the
hand, assistea him into the hole that had been
blown open by Hop's home-made bomb. The little
fellow cried with delight, and his sister, unable to
control herself, rushed over and might have
fallen in and injured herself if the scout had not
reached her. He quickly placed ~her where she
could have a look at the gold, and then the two
children hugged each other and cried fears .of joy,
for they both had not the least douJ;>t that the
I•

gold Ben had been dreaming ~f 'was now really ·
theirs.
"Et," the young deadshot said, a few minutes
later as he took his sweetheart by the a.r m -and
started toward the ten.t, "I cqnsider this is one
of the best day's work of my life."
•
"So do I, Wild," the girl answered, looking at
him fondly. "But we mustn't forget that Hop de..
serves a lot of credit."
"Oh, certainly not. Really, it all belongs to
him, though I was well satisfied that if there was
any gold to be found on this claim, that was the
spot to look for it."

CHAPTER VI.-Hank Threatens to Jump the
Orphans' Claim.
The explosion being such a loud one, it was
bound to attract the attention of every person in
Bowie Bar and vicinity. Hank Rose was about
as much surprised when he heard it as anyone
else. He was in Red Jim's barroom at the time
and was doing a lot of bragging about the wonderful shooting he had done in his time. While
the Orphans' Claim was easily a quarter of a
mile from the place, the building shook from the
explosion and everyone in it ran out to find out
what it meant.
"Somebody has been usin' dynamite, that's all,"
Red ,Jim explained, - in an offhand way, for he
must have thought he was going to lose trade. •
"That wasn't dynamite, an' you kin bet your
life on it," Hank declared. "I've got somewhat
of i. keen ear, an' I kin tell the difference in the
sound of dynamite an' nitro-glycerine an' powder. That there explosion didn't sound exactly
like either of 'em. an' that's what makes me feel
t
1 d b t ·t y
k'
k
sor e:. puzz e a ou 1 •
ou rn see smo e over
there, can't yer?"
He pointed in the proper direction, and sure
enough a cloud of smoke could be seen rising and
grachially disappearing.
"Psee it," Frank, his side partner, spoke up.
"Do you see anything else over there?"
"Gals," came from the ruffian.
"Exactly. You know who they must be, don't
yer?"
• '!Young Wild West's Eals, J s'pose."
"Sartin sure, ·an' Young Wild West an' his
pards is over there, too. Can't you see 'em there?"
"Yes,· I see 'em, an' there's the Hardy kids.
What in thunderation is goin' en, anyhow?
They've set off a blast over there for some purpose. Do you s'pose they could have struck a
vein, or anything like that?"
·
•
"' "Maybe you had better not go over there to investigate," Red Jim advi'Sed. "If sich a thing has
happened that they !)ave struck gold, Young
· Wild West sartinly wouldn't want to see --you
sneakin' around. He might take a motion to trim
the buttons off your shirt or clip the end from
your Adam's a}ll>le with a bullet."
Hank felt or his throat as the saloon-keeper
said this, and made a surly remark, after' )Vhich
he caught Frank by the arm and whispered:
"If we can't go over there we kin go over to,
Young Wild West's camp, all right. Most likely
there ain't no one there. You kin ·see one of the
Chiname,n over there, cfm't yer?"

,
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."Yes, but maybe the other one is at the camp."
"Well, that's all right. Let's go over there an'
have p. look around. I don't mean that we want
to steal · anything-unless we should happen to
jind somethin' worth takin'. Ha, ha, ha! Ain't
I a slick villain, Fra.?"
"The slic~st what- was ever made,' 7 came the
l'eply, and then his side partner actually looked
at him with genfline admiration.While the two were talking the rest of the men
who had been in the barroom started to go over
and find out what the explosion meant, leaving
Red Jim, the proprietor, standing there looking
disgustedly after them.
"Everybody is runnin' that way, it seems," he
said, turning to the two villains. "Men are leavin' their claims, an' that seems to be the place
where they all want to git jest now. It's the
Orphans' Claim, a~l right, an' I jest hope that, a
big lot of gold dust has been found there. I 11
benefit by it, that's sartin.'.'
· Hank and Frank said nothing to this, but
started up the street towarq the Gold Star Saloon.
. ,
"Hey, there! where are you fellers goin'? Ain t
my place good enou&'l for yer? You must have
forgot that I jest treated yer afore .that bla~d
explosion -broke up_ my business.''
'-'We ain't goin' in the Gold Star," Hank answered. "We're goin' to take a walk over an' see
what Young Wild West's camp loo~s like."
"Oh yer are, eh? Well, you -.had better be
mighty careful how you do it. Jest 'cause the
young deadshot ain't there hims.elf do:i't say that
there ain't somebody else there what km take care
of the camp."
·
"There can't be more than one of the Chinamen
there," Frank explained, stopping\ and turning
around. "We've seen all the rest what belongs
to the party over there with them two little kids."
"All right, go ahead, then. If you find any real
money there come over an' let's see the color of
it."
.
,
Then Red Jim forced a laugh and went back
into his place to sit down upon a chair and wait t
patiently uritil someone came to inform him of
the cause of the explosion. Meanwhile, Rose and
his side partner walked briskly past the Gold Star
Saloon, not paying any attention to Jerry Myers,
'Who was standing in the doorway, as much excited as anyone else, though it happened that he
had no one t-o leave there just then and did not
care about closing up his place. It was about the
same with the store-keeper. Big Gus was standing near the middle of the road, lookiI 6 in th:e
direction the explosion had come from. But 1t
happened that there was quite an elevation between the store and the Orphans' Claim, so he
could merely guess as to where it had taken place.
When he saw the two villains turn down alongside the store he was somewhat surprised, and
quickly called out:
"What are you g9in' that way for?"
"To make a short cut. Don't you know enough
for, that?" Hank answered.
·
"Oh, that's so. I iorgot about: the path the ki_d~
take sometimes. I thought mayQe you was gom
over to Young Wild West's camp. You had better keep away from it."
• "It ain't none of your business if we're goin'
there.''

•

. JS

'.'l'.i o, of course not. •Go on- if you want to.'' '

Then the two men, no doubt fearing that our
'friends might • come back quic'kly, started on a
run and soon rel¾ched the camp. Wing Wah, who
had •been sound asleep when the explosion occurred, •sat there just :now -ready to drop off into
a doze again. But when he saw the two villains
he got upon his feet instantly, and ·, a frown
showed upon his brow.
"Whattee bad Melican men wantee?" he · demanded, at the same time stepping toward the
tent and putting his hand inside the open flap.
.:'.,Where's Young Wild West?" Rose· asked, putting on an ·ai_r of ~onsequence.
"He over lere," and Wing pointed in the dire_ction the party had taken when they left the
camp.
"You're here alone, then, are yer?"
"Lat light. But me no 'flaid. .Whattee you
wantee?"
"We want to see Youn~ Wild West.''
"Allee light, you go over lere, len," and again
the Chinaman pointed toward the Orphans' Claim.
"Say, heathen," Frank said in a patronizing
way, "it sorter strikes me that you're a putt;y
good feller. Ain't got the price of a drink about
yer, have yer?"
"You wantee dlink?" Wing asked sharply.
"Yes. Give us a couple of dollars an' we'll go
buy one."
"If you wantee dlink go o er lere. Plenty water
comee down um hill.''
"Heathen, don't git so blamed sarcastic!" exclaimed Hank angrily. "You, oughter know that
we don't drink water. Water is good enough for
washin' an' cookin' purposes, but when it comes
to puttin' it . in a man's stomach, it won't work,
· not with us, anyhow."
Wing pulled his hall{i out of the -tent, and a
rifle came with it. He quickly raised the weapoIJ,
pointing it squarely at the breast of Hank.
"Maybe you lun velly muchee fastee?" he said •
questioningly.
"Put down the gun heathen," cred Hank, putting up a big bluff. "You mustn't think that we
come here to steal anything, so there ain't no need
in shootin' at us.''
· "You lun velly muchee fast?" came the query
again.
"Ha-nk, I reckon he means for us to leg it," the
bad man's· side partner said.
"Most likely he does. Well, come on, and let's
run, then. I'm satisfied that there ain't no use
in tryin' to do anything around here any more.
Everybody is dead agin' us.''
·
Frank did not wait to hear all he said, but
started away at a trot. Hank looked at the Chinaman, and found that he had no intentions of lowering the rifle, so he turned and jogged along
after him, both going in the direction of the store.
As they were about to turn .the corner of ·the
building, they looked back and saw the Chinaman
standing there, the rifle still pointed their way.
"Frank, old boy," Hank said, shaking his head
sadly, "there was a time not very long ago when
I had what you might call a fierce reputation.
But now I ain't nothin' more than an ordinal'} ,
sucker."
·
"An•. I'm an ordinary suckers' pard, then,'
Frank answered, forcm1r a laugh.
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!'W:))at are you.laughin' at? Does .it strike you. They were served a couple of-times, and t}:len ,they.
sat down and waited, It was not long before"they
"Somewhat that , way."
..
saw some ot the ve-,y ones . they were anxious t.
· "Well, :it ain't funny to me, an' . I'm jest goin' have join, their -band, approaching. . Out went the.
to sho~ ·somebody around here that , Iim ·jest as two villains to meet them.
·
. ·
.,
bad as I've been me.kin' out to be. I've. sliot about
"Say," called out Hank, ~hat.. was it all about,
six men in my time, an' it· was always when I was boys? Did .you find out?"
,
· ·
~
in the right, too. Bu.t .blamed if I •ain't •goin' to
"I reckon we did," one ,of them replied. "Youns
shoot a few around here even ·if I . ain't in 'the Wild West located a rich !odd'- for them two
right.· I'll tell,.you what we'll do. There's enough orphans . . He blowed a ·big hole -in the side of the
of the boys what would be willin' to do .jest as we hill, an' they do say that there's tons of the stuff
want 'em to if they thought there wae a , chance right there that will assay about seventy..five-per
to make anything·out of- it. We'll git· 'em together cent. What do•you think .of that-?''
. -·
jest as quick as we •kin•, an' ·w!_!1lI form oln'selves
"I'll tell you what I think . of , it," Hank · an~
into what they call a vigilance committee, ' or swered, putting on an air of determination. "That
somethin' like that.' 1
•
there claim is goin' to be mine, if · what you 8&7·
"A :vigilance committee is for to.. hunt down is true. Now ·then, all you fellers as wants · to
them what's been -d0in' :somethin' wrong," Frank ' have a share in it jest ·come over to Red' •Jim'.s.
retorted, wi-th a · shake of the head. •
an' we'll mighty soon form a combination that ,
"Well, we'll call it some other kind of a c'6m- Young Wild West .or no one else won't beat, We'll
mittee, then. Ours will be a · committee -to ·d<;> jump that there claim jest as soon as I find out
somethin' wrong, an' we've got to gafn 'by it or it's worth tloin' iti"
there won't be no use in doin' it.'! •··
•
"All right. There ·won'.t :be no troubl~ ip. gittin'
•
•
about ten putty gomffellers to·join in with us. I
know that many what's putty good thi~y~s. But · CH~PTER VII,:._Hop Fixe.s Up the Store~keeper.
they've all been workin' putty much by thell\selves, goin' it alone; ·you know. • It hadn't oughter
It,was a happy party
gath,e red at the tent
take much trouble to make 'em understand how of the two orphans after that
.
the
lode
was found. Ben
they wduld be better off if they was all banded and Sallie were overjoyed, for both
realized that
together with a good leader like you."
.
they were now rich, unless -something came in the
"That's talkin' straight from the shoulder, way. The little girl seemed to have a fear that
Frank. You're a wise man, you are."
something- would come in the way, and she told
This conversation occurred near the r ar of the Arietta about it.
.
ttoi-e, and no one heard a word of it, for Big Gus
"Don't you think anything like that, dear," ·
was still in front of his place, waiting to get Young Wild West's sweetheart said smilingly.
news of · the explosion. Frank suggested that "You must remember who is backing you and your
they, stop in the Gold Star Saloon and wait until bi-other. Wild will not let anybpdy take the claim
the men they were . anxious to see came back. from you."
They walked on out of the sort of alleyway b~"Oh! I .hope he don't. But Ben sar,s ·we've got
tween the two buildings and found Jerry Myers to have a guardian. Who will it be?'
on the watch at his door.
"Chey~nne Charlie will be ~our guardian."
"Hear anything of what happened over there
"Can't Young Wild West be it?"
an' what it was for?" Jerry questioned.
"No; he is not twenty-one years of age yet. A
"Not a word," Hank answered, shrugging his ·man must be · of age before he can act as a
shoulders. ·
'
•
guardian for those under age."
"We allowed that we might find somethin' out
The little girl nodded, but could not quite unby goin' over to Young Wild West's camp. But derstand it. However, she soon became happy
there was only a heathen there, an' he didn't again and began chattering about wh~t she i~
know a thing."
tended to do when she grew up to be a rich young
"Did you ask him about it?"
lady. A great many miners came over to find out
"Yes."
what the explosion meant,. and knowing .t hat it
"Didn't steal anything while you was there, did would do no good to try and conceal the facts.
you, Hank?''
'
Wild let them know that a rich lode had been lo"Hold on a minute, Jerry. What's the use of cated on the Orphans' Claim. One of the men
tryin' to pile it on a feller? I've always used you was Rafferty, and he was more than pleased
putty righ~, but every time you git a. chance about it. He gave the young deadshot all the inyou're tryin' to make me look small, when you formation he could as to how to make the claim
know from the bottom of your heart that if I was a legal one, and Wild started right in to ·do it;
a mind to I could clean out the whole blamed They_all . went over to the store, and then. it was
not long before the claim papers were fixed up,
camp."
·
"But you ain't likely to be a ' mind to do
y- with Cheyenne Ch.arlie as guardian for the two
thing lil(e that, Hank. You're a big bluffer. children. This would hold for thirty days, under'
.You're like the bellows what belongs to a black- ordinary circumstances, though when the storeanith shop; you're full of wind."
keeper said this our hero had his doubts about it.
Frank grinned, and the bad man shook his
Things had been done in a very loose way Iii
head as if there was no help for it, and then the Bowie Bar, as far as he could learn, and if anytwo went inside. Jerry was willing to wait upon body chose to jump the claim and file papers rigbt
them, for he knew that neither would buy any- away with the proper person, the orphans would
thing unless they had the money to pay for it. be cut out of il· But Wild did not mean to let

· as bein' very funny?"
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anything like this happen. He knew that if any- his head as he saw that the man was suspicious
.
one did try such a thing it would be Hank Rose, ~hl~
who. though he was a bluffing bad man, under"All right. But what are you drivin' at? If
stood as much about the mining claim laws ,as the you feel like showin' us somethin' that's worth
.
average man. Tlie children had insisted on stay- seein', go ahead."
ing at the claim while our friends got ready to
;;Allee light. You gottee some eggs?"
move their camp to it. While it was a much betEggs? Yes, I keep 'em in ther store"
·
"You gottee can of tomatoes'!-'•
t_er spot to stop at where they had· at first, they
"Lots of 'em."
'¥elt it necessary to go over to the claim, since the
"Allee light. Me wantee · six -eggs ' and one can
• children might need-protection. In going back to
the camp Hop ma{laged to drop behind the · rest. of tomatoes."
:'.They'll cost you jest seventy cents, Hop."
He reached the store after they had gone on
.,Me no care. ¥e gottee plenty money, so be."
•round it, and, seeing Big Gus sitting at the door,
Very well. I 11 get what · you want right
tailing to some of the miners about the good luck
away."
that had so· suddenly come to the two orphans; he
. He _turned .a nd -y.ent into the store; H.op follow-·.
stopped to hear w.hat was being said.
"Well. heathen," the store-keeper said, with -a · mg him. The half a dozen eggs and the can of
grin, '.'they tell me that you set off the blast that tomat~s: were quickly purch~ed, a.t\d· wheh .Hop .
.•
, had paid for thent he· walked li:isurely out of the·.
vnearthed the gold?"
"Lat light, Misler. Store-keeper," Hop answered store. . Near the door a soft felt ·hat lay ,on the
·.
counter, and, unobser.ved by Big ' Gus the clever
blandly. "Me elly smartee Chinee." ,
"I reckon you are. It must have been some of Chinee slipJ?ed if ~nd~'r his loose coat.~ The eggs
_ .. had b.e~n sbpped in hls pockets, much ·to the suryour magic."
"Young Wild West allee samee findee .um lode, prise ._of the_,iStore-keeper, thougii the ·can of toma~·
toes was held in his- left hand as· he went out
·
so...,be."
· "What did you use to make the blast?" asked Two or th"• e miners had st pped 1there no doubt
one of the miners. "It didn't sound like dyna- because they had been wfd tliat the Chin'aman was
abou_t to perform a feat of ma~c. They all looked
mite."
"Me fixee allee l~t," was t}le evasive reply . . · at him expectantly. There happenM to be some·
"Some kind of a composition like gunpowder, I e1J1pty barrels standing in front of the store and 1
taking one of them, Hop turned it over ,;o th~
·
a'pose?"
bottom was up, and then proceeded to make it an.
· "Yes."
·
"Do you think you could blow a hole in the s~er the purpose of a table.
"Evelybody watchee," he said, as _he put the can
ground over -my claim and _find a rich lode 'for
o~ the barrel. "Me showee you nicee lillee tlick."
me?''
The men gathered around, some of them grin,
"Maybe me no do lat; maybe no gold lere."
"There ain't a whole lot, as far as I know. But ning-broadly in anticipation of what was to come.
I was just thinkin' that maybe it could be found Out came the Celestial's knife, and he quickly
• made a hole in the top of the can. Then he enthere." •
larged the hole until it suited him, after which
"You makee allee samee big explosion,.len."
he produced a piece of canale and fitted it in. But"Blamed if I don't think it is -worth lrying."
The man acted as if he thought it would be a it really was not a piece of candle •though it
surely looked to be. Inside was a sm'all but powJ[Ood idea to set off a blast, but the others aiiout
erful firecracker--one of Hop's own manufacture
liim only laughed.
with th~
"This here feller is named Hop Wah, so I hear," Tlte wick of the candle was connec.tedsmile
that
a
With
course.
of
cracker.
the
of
fuse
firsta
"He's
laugh.
a
with
said,
the store-keeper
the heathen proceeded.
class magician. Even if he couldn't set off a blast was "cllild-like and bland,"purchased,
and when he
an' find a lot of gold on your claim, Pete, he could Out came the eggs he had
had carefully laid them upon the barrel around
.,..do somethin' right now that would make you
the cah of tomatoes, he bowed right and left and
p~n your eyes, an' I'll bet on it!"
'
·
:
"S'pose you git him to do it, then_. you seem to then exclaimed
watcheel"
"Evelybody
•
know all about him?" came the suggestion.
_But it was not at all necessary to tell them to
"]. don't knov whether he's got time. Young
WQd West is goin' to move his camp over to ther watch, for they were already doing it for all they
were worth. Suddenly Hop looked sh~ly at the
.
Orphans' Claim."
"Me gottee lillee timee, so be," Hop spoke up candle, and then with a nod m his head · he leaned
'
over and pulled it from the can.
cheerfully.
"Velly stlange," he remarked, showing th~t he
Re; lly, he was just in the humor to do something funny, and he cared little who his victim was mystified about something. "Me no undel•
might be. Big Gus looked to him to be the one standee."
T~en he stuck a finger in the hole and began
who could stand a prettr gp.od joke, so he decided
tq show them · a little that was both mysterious pullmg, apparently' as hard as he could. A quick
and funny. He looked around i:n a thoughtful • jerk and the Chinaman was holdi g the storekeeper's hat in his hand. It surely looked as if
w~y for a moment, and then nodding to Big Gus,
•
he had p~ed it out of the-can.
.
sa1a:
velly muchee, Misler Store· "Mp likee yo
"What's th'at?" cried Big Gus, running up to
·
the barrel, "That's my hat."
keeper."
:"You do, eh? Well, I'd jest as lief you wouldn't.
"Me knowee lat," was the _reply. •~u velly
I &'pose you mean to make a fool of me, an' you're muchee shamee votirself. You puttee hat in can
te'nin' me that so I won't think so."
of tomatoes. Me no wantee ec.tee um tomatoes
''You velly muchee mistakee," and Hop ~hook now."
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A roar of laughter went up from the crowd,
, for all seemed to regard it as a pretty good joke
on the store-keeper.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Big .Gus, and then he
ran back in the 'store.
But his hat was gone, so he came out again
quickly.
.
"Boys," he said earnestly, "that hat wasn't in.
ther can. It's a trick of ther heathen's. He took
mv· hat from ther store when I wasn't lookin'."
·"You needn't tell us anything like that," , one
of them answered. "You're seil\n' - canned hats,
Gus."
.
Ho-p held up his hand for silence. Instantly all
eyes were turned upon him again.
"You wantee lis hat, Misler Store-keeper?" he
asked.
•
"Not now, I don't.'' was the reply. "It was an
old one, anyhow. Jreep it if you want it."
"Allee light. You comee here."
"What do you want of me?"
"Me showee you."
Rather reluctantly Big Gus stepped up t_o the
barrel.
1
•
"You ho1dee um hat," and the Chinee placed 1t
in his hand. ·• .
•
"Boys," said Gus,• smiljng at the interested
miners "I'm goin' to do Jest what he says.~ Let
him g~ ,ahead, 'cause I know he's goin' to do
somethin' funny."
•
Hop surely was going to do something funn-Y.
He put the piece of candle that contained t'lle
hidden firecracker back into the hole in the can,
and then striking a match, lighted it.
"Now len," he said, nodding to his victim, "me
cookee some eggs, so be."
Bidding the man to hold the hat open, . Hop
quickly broke the half a dozen egg~ in the hat.
He caused Big Gus to hold the hat right over the
candle flame, and then stepping back, he motioned for the spectators to come up close and
see tbe eggs cook. They all did so, crowding
close around the store-keeper and the barrel. The
hat was just catching fire from the flame when
there was a sharp report, followed by a yell. The
cracker had ex:ploded and a mixture of eggs and
tomatoes was sc!'attered about. Gus got the worst
of it, since he was holding the hat, but the rest
came in for a generous share. Hop alone got o~t
of the way in time, and whe!1 the victim~ of his
- practical joke recovered sufficiently to realize that
they had got the worst of it, he was around the
other side of the store, running for the camp.
He did not stop until he reached it, and Cheyenne
Charlie quickly met him and, taking him rougnly
by the co1111.r, exclaimed:
"What's ther matter now, heathen: Been up
to sornethin' ag'in, I slpose?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You lettee me
• be. Me allee samee Jl:()Od Chinee."
"Let him be, Charlie," Young W'ild West spoke
up. "I reckon he is entitled tQ a little consideration Just now. He set off the"!' blast that located
the lode on ?he Orphans' Claim."
"Jest as you say, Wild," and the scout immediately released his grip upon the Cel(jjltial's collar. "But," he added, "I sorter reckon he ought
to have been here to give us a lift with· ther work.
We're ·about done now. an' he's jest showed up."
But the young deadshot simr,ly shook his head,
so Charlie said no more. It wtis about right that
the work was nearly donet for· the tents had been

.

taken down, and Wing, the cook, was loading the
second pack-horse. Wild and his partners had
lent him a hand, so one was loaded and wait.ing
to be on the move. Hop got very busy now, and
as he worked away he told how he had played the
trick on the store-keeper and the mmers. Of
course, they all laughed, for he had a way of telling anything that was humorous that made it
ap-pear more so.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Wild?" Hop •
asked, when they were ready, to set out.
"It looks that way, don't it-?" came the reply.
"Me mean 'boutee um childlen's claim, Misler
Wild."
"Oh! Yes, I reckon everything is all right,
though it will take the best part of a week to
make the claim sure for them.''
"Misler Charlie {l,llee l:lamee childlen's glandfather?"
"Not grandfather, but guardian."
"See here, heathen, don't git too.funny," spoke
up the scout,- when he saw the rest laughing.
"Lat allee light, Mis1er Charlie. Me makee
lillee mistakee, lat allee."
Two minutes later all hands were on the move,
heading by the short c~t for the Orphans' Claim.

CHAPTER . VIII.-Sallie G,es for Help and
Gets It.
When Hank Rose made the declaration that the
Orphans' Claim was going to be his property, and
that those who wanted to own a share could go in
with him, he created quite a sensation among the
lawless me?! he called his friends. Not that any
of them were averse to owning a share in the
cl.aim, but it seemed to strike them as being a
startling proposition. Yet they knew Hank wc1s
capable of putting through a piece of villainy,
once he started it, even though he was cowardly.
"If what you say is right--that-'8. rich lode has
been found on that there claim-I'm goin' right
up there an' jump it," he declared, after he had
looked at them in a sort of triumph for about a
minute.
•
"I'll go with yer, for one,· Hank," Frank spoke
up.
.
"Of course ·you will, old side-partner," was t&i
reply. • "I ku.owed that afore I said anything.
But we've go~ to have a few more, 'cause most
likely we'll meet some opposition.'!
"Young Wild West, you mean."
"Nobody else, Frank . . He's took a lot of interest in them kids of Jim Hardy's, an' it's putty
sartin that he'll ti:y hard to keep ther claim for
'em. But he can't do it, an' I know it. Jim
Hardy never had no title to ther claim, so how kin
his kids come-in for it?, Now then, how many is
g,oin' in with me on this game?"
,
Four more promptly declared their willingness,
'and though Hank was pleased, he was not yet
satisfied. There were men there he- knew to be
dishonest who had not yet spoken, and he wanted
them to go in with him.
•
"Come," he said coaxingly. "It a in't likely
that Young Wild West will shoot at us jest 'cause
we jump ther claim._ If he's got any sense about
him he knows that the kids can't hold it. Speak
up! 1 want as many as ten good men."

..
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Th.e n three more came over to him. T;here were the crowd that was going to.ward the shanU.
but four of them left in the gang that he wanted Ht! decided that he . had better wait a while, •
to pick from, though there we·r e a few honest after . taking another look at the boy and girl,.
mineTs standing about taking it all 'in. Hank and what could be seen near them, he turned ani
cared nothing for them, since they had never went down the hill to his waiting companions.
"How's things over there?" Frank asked.
raised any objections as to the way he did things,
"Couldn't· be better," was the reply. "Ther t,..
so he simply waited for the ones he wanted to
•
hear from to speak up. After some little hesita- kids is there all alone."
"We'd better go up, then."
•
tion one gave in and declared that he would go
"Wai,t a little while. Ther crowd what wae
with Hank and jump the claim', provided he got
1 here aint out of hearin' yet.
It seems that some
his share of the gold. He was assured that he
would, so then the others gave in, and llank 6£ 'em stayed here a long time. They was Jan
then had twelve rascals to help him rob the gittin' out of sight around the rid~e over there
orphans of' what rightfully belonged to themi when I got up to thar top of ther hill."
Most of the men wel'e somewhat nervous now.
even though tlie law might not uphold them unti
~ o doubt they felt that it was going to be a very
the regula'l' papers we~e filef.
.,
.
"There ain't no use 1n wa1tin', boys., ' he said, easy thing to jump the daim. But the questioa
nodding to \hem in a l)leased way., "We.'11 have was~ How long would they keep it?
"See here, Hank,-" said one of them. "l sortel'
a drink, an' then we'll go over there an' take
possession. The kids kin come over to Big Gus, reclcon that we ought to use them two kids putty
a he's been· wantin' 'em to do, or they kin go any- decent, if we're , goin' to take their claim away
wl,iere they please. That ain't none of our busi- from 'em. S'pose we don't let •em know what w-e
come here for right away?'t
ness."
• "What do yer mean by that, Brophy?" H.mk
They had the drink, and then all filed out of
the saloon. But there was not a man of the asked, not a little ·s urprised.
"I mean that we ought to make it as easy aa
twelve• who was not mortally afraid of Young
Wild West and his partners, and as if by com-. we kin."
"Oht I see. YO\l'Ve got wh'at they·can a tender
mon consent they .went away in a direction that
·
was just op1>osite to where they wanted to go. heart, eh2" .
"If I have it ain't no disgrace."
By doing this they avoided going past the store,
and this meant·. a whole lof. There were at least - "Maybe it ain't. But what's ther use of havin'
two men in Bowie Bar whom they feared, and a tender Heart in a place like this? · What doea
they were Big Gus and Jerry Myers, the owner of Jim Hardy's kids amount to, anyhow? WhJ'
the· Gold :Star Saloon. Hank hitched up his should we bother our heads about 'em, when
trousers as he walked along with the crowd, and, there's plenty as will take 'em in an• give 'em a
llvin'? Another thing, what do they want of a
nodding to Frank, he said:
•
gold mine? Who ever heard· tell of a couple of
"Now then, there hadn't ought ter be no trouble little children like them ownin 'a gold mine!
about this here business. If Young Wild West Pshaw! You',re talli:in' nonsenl!e, Brophy."
wasn't here there wouldn't be,~ither. But since
"Oh, I agree with yer in part of what you sa~
the meddlesome young feller is here, we've got • But there ain't no use in scarin' th.er life out of
to be a bit careful. We'll jest go on around till ther kids. • It's a ;putty sure thin'- that ther boy
we git to the hill that's right behind ther claim, will put up a fight when we go to em, an' he finda
an' then we'll take a look an' see how things is. out what we'r.e ,up to. What ·I want yer to· do ta
If everything's all right you an' one or two of to go a little easy."
•
tiler others will go right there an' give ther two · "I'll go easy; enough. If that's all you mean, I
kids to understand that .the claim is ours. Most reckon it'll be all right."
likely they'll put up a howl; but that ain't nothin'
"Good enough, then. We'll wait a while, an'
tb us That there daim is goin' to be ours. I then me an' you an' one or two more will go an.'
ain't ·g0t ther least doubt 'but that Young Wild have a talk with 'em. We'll ask 'em to let us see
West struck a rich lode there. But that don't say the lode, ther same <as they've been lettin' others
that it belongs to him. It's ours jest as much as see it. It ain't likely they'll: object to it."
it's anybody's."
· •
"If they do it won't tnake no difference,'' Frank
''That's jest as true as anything kin be, Hank," spoke up, laughing harshly.
.
his side partner declared.
.
.
They waited a full ten minutes, and then feelThe others who heard the conversation seemed ing satisfied that they could go ahead and talk
to be of -the same opinion, though they did not with the orphans without being interrupted by
have a great deal to srry just then. Making a anyone, Hank, Frank and Brophy ascended the
detour the twelve VI1lains walked along at an easy hill, leaving the rest in the hollow. It happened
pace, and in about fifteen minutes they reached that the two children were not looking that way
a hollow that was not more than two hundred when the three men . came in sight, and, ·taking
feet from the claim. Hank Rose motioned for advantage of this, they . moved around until they
th1'lm to stay there, and th{ln he .hurried to the top · w.ere able to see the hole that had been ripped
of the hill and took a look. It happened th-at our open by the explosion.
friends had just gone away. The two children
"We'll sneak right over there -and see what's
were bustling about in an ecs tasy of joy. Little to be seen afore the kids knows we're here," the
Sallie had a sample· of the gold Chenenne Charlie leader said, nodding to his companions .and· speakhad taken from the excavation, and she was show- ing in a low tone of voice.
ing it to her brother. Ben was nodding his head
They nodded back to him, and then they walked
and talking in a way that might have made him . softly along and weTe soon at the foot f>f the
appear a grown man, much less a boy of four- bank, looking into the excavation. There was the
teen. Hank looked around and caught sight of gold right down before them. There wa'.!I no aue.
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tio.n as to what it was, for they ·had all seen pay-

"No, he couldn't be our guardian, because he ts
But never not of age himself. One of his partners is,
had they looked· upon· such a · rich vein as this though, and he is our guardian."
:was.. It seemed to be solid as far as the drift
"You mean the tall galoot with ther long black
extended and visions of millions in wealth came hair an' mustache?"
·,
before them .as they stood looking into the hole in
"That's just who I mean-Cheyenne Charlie."
silent surprise and admiration. .
·
. Rose turned to his companions and acted very
-"Who would have thought it, boys!" Hank ex- much as if he felt that jumping the claim was not
claimed, he being the fust one-to speak.
going to be such an easy thing, after all.
, .: 'No one 'would ·have thought it,!' Frank de"I reckon you kin count me out of this game,"
clared solemnly. •:1 guess there's enough of ther said Brophy suddenly. "I ain't got no likin' for
yaller stuff .down . there to make . us as .rich as makin' war on little children, especially when
Jews! · An', it ain't goin'. to be much trouble to they ain't got no father an' mother. :I'm goin' on
jfit it out; either. ·. l ·never did see sich . a . sight back."
afore; an' I've. seen .a -lot in. my life!",. - - "No, you ain't goin' back," cried° Hank, pulling
· · "An' if things was • to go ther right· way, l a gun •. "You said you was goin to stick to me;
,;pose it -would all belong to them tw.o orphans," an' you 'kin bet you've- got to do it, .or tne an' you
added -Brophy;, with a shrug of' his shoulders: will settle it mighty quick." • ·
·
· "Boys, th~i:e ain't no reason why they shouldn't .. "You'd · shoot me, would you?'! Brophy. asked,
have ·a good share of this here golc:t."
his face turning pale.
.
·
· •"There ain't, -eh?'' ·retorted Hanle- half- angrlly.
· "You 'bet I would,· an' mighty. quick, too. Iain•
"Well, I'ieckon -l'li attend to· that ·part of ·it. But- goin' to. allow no .man who says. he's a friend of
mayb..e, ~est to please ·you, Brophy, 1111 make 'enf mine to go back on me in a time like this. You
a -present of a· few hundi:ed dollars, "after· we'ye _jest s~rt to walk away from here-an' my gun will
worked ther ·claim long enough to know ·what''!! in bark I • •
- - ,
(t; 'You don't think for a minute that-:...-"
·
Brophy was certainly afraid- of the m~; but
"What are you doing here, Hank RQse1"
.,
this was no doubt due · to the fa·c t that he knew
. ·. The interrupted villain 'turned· .as ~uick as a him to be a dead shot. He said no more, but sat
abot his two companions doing ~he ~ame. Stand- qown on a rock arid looked at the ground. Mean~ng before them· was Ben Hardy, his eyes flashin~ while, unnoticed by her brother or tlie men, little
with anger. ·
•
.
.
Sallie had slipped awky from the spot. She
"Hello kid,'' said Hank, .· forcin~ a lalJgh. moved away softly, ta ing care to keep out- of
;'What's· ther matter with you? Am't we got sight by keeping the rocks and bushes between
.. ri'aht to look around an' see what's here, same her a nd th e camp:' At length she was far enough
.., ...
away to set out on a run. Even then she was
as anybody else?"
not s.een, and it was not until Ben looked around
"You haven't any right here. Go on away!"
and found -she was not there that he realized what
'.'Oh. Ben! ~ had be_tter run and tell Young she had done. But he was pleased, anyway, and
W!}d West," _said -the gi!l•,
. ,
he.. said nothing about his sister having disapYoung ~ild West _amt got nothm ffl:Or~ to peared. Sallie ra~ swiftly, and just as she was
liay about this here claim_ than we have, kid.
•nearing the place where our friends had camped
. "Oh, yes, hE: h~s.. H_e will show wh!l-t,~~ has got · she saw them coming, pack-horses and all.
to say about 1t, if it comes to the pomt, Ben re"Mi§.t er Wild!" she shouted. "Hurry up! Hank
marked.
.
,
.
Rose is up at QUr claim."
.
Hanll: shrugged his shoulders. It was t;vident
Young Wild West _w as surprised when he saw
that he was quite &ngry, but he was trymg to the little girl a.nd heard what she said. He turned
keep down a little.
·
and said something to his companions, and then
· "Pshaw!" he said contemptuousl:y. "Wha~•s urged his sorrel stallion swiftly to meet her.
the use in arguin' with a kid? It's only wastm'
"What's the matter,. Sallie?" he asked, as hb
breath."
·
·
came to a halt beside her.
Then he started dir~ct for the te1;1t. Frank. - She quickly explained, and then, reaching down,
and Brophy followed him, and, _surprised . at the the young deadschot seized her and lifted her
action of the men, the boy and girl ran along and bodily to the back of his horse. Then he rode
got ahead of them.
. ,
,,
away at agallop, beckoning to his friends to come
"Putty comfortable lookm around here, re- on as he did so. When he neared the Orphans'
marked lfank, as he took a SE;at on a rock close_ to Claim, Wild brought his horse to a halt. Letting
the tent. "Mus~ be sorter mce for you two kids tl)e little girl to the ground, he quickly dismounted.
to live here all alone."
_
"Now, Sallie," he said; smiling to her reassur"It suits us all right," answered Ben, trying to ingly, "you go on ahead, an_d don't you say a word
figure out what the villain was getting at.
about D)e being here. I'll creep on close and listen,
"I s'pose it does. But don't you think you two and you can bet it won't be very long before I will
would be a lot better off if you went an' lived with appear before the villains. Hurry along, now, aiid
ther store-keeper? He'd be only to glad to take be sure that' everything,- will turn out al:1 r ight."
you in, as I happen to know."
The child nodded and hastened away.
"Oh! He would take us in all right. But we
have no · idea of leaving here, not until 1.'1<>1:}_!lg
.
Wild West sells the claim for us." ·
· ·
"You'd better own it first. Then you might CHAPTER IX.-Hank Rase Makes a Miserable
Failure.
think of sellin' it."
.
"We do own it. and we have a guardian, who .
Hank seemed in no hurry to return to the vilwill fix up everything for us.''
•
• lains he..had left in waitjng in the hollow close by.
"Who's your guardian, .Young Wild West?"
Just now he was inclined to talk to Brophy, whom
-dirt before. and could not be deceived.

•
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h.e regarded wit!! . moclpng . cont empt. . Ben stood
before the tent, hoping that his sister :would soon
return with Young Wjld. West. He Wfl.S somewhat
neryousl but if ~t e:a~e t q. tlie point it w:as a pretty
sure thmg that lie would · put \lP a fight. Of
course, he f_e lt. tha~ the villains hacl come t~~f·e for
the purpose of takmg possessio:r:i of the claimt and
he wondered why they had not pr oceeded 1<0 do it·
at· the· very £!tart. He felt kin.dly: toward Brophy,
for the way · he acted, an.d his th~ught y,as to get
Young. Wild West to let up on him when the claim·
.,
. •
jumpers· were vanquished.
Ben had not the least idea. that they would stand
a ghost of a show when the ·young deadshot oncf?
got ther.e . What he had seen and heai:d o,f the boy
was q~te l)DOU~h v, make him believe the young .
deadshot to be' mvmcible. . After Hank Rose had
expressed himself several ti,mes as to his opinio,n
·
of Brophy, he tur ned t o Frank and ·said:
"Well, old side par tner, you're .g.oi.n' to stick to
m_e, e,nyhow, ain'. t yer?'.'. .. "
"You kin bet your life I amt" was the reply.
"That's ther. way to talk. .I{ I'd knowed. Brophy
was sG chicken-hearted I wouldn't have let him in
~ ,
·
on the game." ·
"I don't want to be in,l' Brophy said, speaking
for the first time in fully five minute1J. "Didn't I
.
.
say I wanted to quit?"
"Yes;. but you can't quit now. You den't dare
to quit! .You're too much afraid of me for that."·
,
.
· .
·
"I am, eh?"
Hank put away his gun, and no one near him
knew it any better than the man he had been.
taunting. With wonderful quickness Brophy
leaped to his feet, .and then his clenched fist shot
out and caught the villainous leader of the gang
squarely on the jaw. Something like a gasp and
a groan combined came from his• lips, and then
·
•
Hank dropped like a log.
"There I" exclaimed his assailant triumphantly.
"I reckon that settles you· for a minute or two.'
Now then, Frank, I'm goin'. Don't you try to
stop me, either, or I'll mighty soon show you I
kin git away with yer. You ·ain't quicker than I
·
am with a gun."
"I ain't stoppin' yer, am I?" •
"Better not.'
So saying, Brophy turned and walked rapidly
from the spot. He did not go toward the hollow
--where the rest of the gang were in waiting, but
chose a way that would take him straight back
to the camp.
When he had covered about a hundred yards he
caught sight of a horse galloping swiftly toward
t he Or phans' Claim. He dropped behind a clump
of bushes, and from there quickly made out that
fo e little girl was on the hor se with no less a persomage than Young Wild West. Brophy breathed
a ,:igh of relief a nd then crept away until it was
safe t o ga ther himself together and run No
doubt he guessed what \\fas likely to happen ~ the
goog he has just quit.. Meanwhile Hank Rose
had only been temporarily stunned by the unex•
.
pected blow he had received.
It was but natural that the man who was proud
to call himself the villain's side partner should
immediately lend his assistance. As F r ank was
lifting him, Hank opened his eyes.
"Where is he?" he cried, wildly. "Let me draw
a bead on him."
"He's gone, Hank," was the reply. "Let him

•

·go. You kin, 'tend .. to him later on, Let's settle
..
this.,business with the two kids.'' . .
. This .party_ mollified him; and Hank got upon
hic5 ,fe¢;, nibbing-the part of•his face that the blow
h:,id. landed , upon. At that momflnt ·o ne of those .,
who had . been left in the hollow appeared on the li
,
scene.
1
l'HeUo!" he called out, .as; he .hurried toward
.,
.
them. "Wha.t ke.e ps you so long?"
"Come on, Jake," Frank said. "Brophy has left ·
.;
·
us.'' ··.:
,..'.'What!"
The man was astonished ..
."Never mind about him, Jake," Hank spoke up • .
"They'll plant him between now an' to-morrow .
night.'' - .
Jake hastened to the spot, no doubt wondering
w~~ it_~JI meant._ While the two were explaining: -!
to him, httle Salb~ Hardy_reached the tent. Ben, '.
who had been lookmg for her for what seemed'' to ·::
be. a ·very Jong time, gave a start, and one look at
his sister's . face· told him that · she had been sue- ·
cessful.,· She· held up a finger and shook her head ,
warningly to him, and then Ben became very ag- •
gressive all at once.
"See here," he said, as severely as he could
speak; "I think it about tinie you men went away
·
· •
from here.'' ·
"Oh! you do, eh?" .said Hank, his face turnins
red with anger. "I.might as well tell yer that we .
ain't gain' till we git good an' ready; and even
then, all of us won't go at once."
"You mean to jump the claim, then?" asked the
•
,
boy, coolly.
"You've guessed it jest right, Ben Hardy. We
wiµit ther claim, an' we're goin' to have it.''
Sallie hastened to the side of her brother.
"Go away ·and let us alone!" she .cried., loudly,
•
for she wanted Wild to hi;ar.
He did hear, too, for at that very· moment he
was less than fifty feet. The three men began ,
talking in a threatening way to the orphans al\d ·•
the young. deadshot hurried closer, keepi_!!g' con- '
cealed behmd a rock. He could hear tlie hoofbea ts of the horses close at hand now and he
knew that in less than a minute his 'partners '
would be there. But he wanted to face the
cowardly scoundrels alone, and he stepped from
behind the rock, ready to do so. It seemed that
Hank Rose was helping in bringing the situation
to a climax, for just then he came directly to the
point he had been aiming for."You tiro kids has got to vamoose I" the big
ruffian exclaimed, as he stepped toward the boy
.
and girl in a threatening manner.
Wild leaped forward as quick as a flash, and-- :
r
Spat I Down went the man like. a log.
"Hooray! Hooray!" shouted Ben, clapping his
hands and dancing about in an ecstasy of joy. "[ t
·
knew he would come.''
Frank and the fellow called Jake made a move
as if to interfere, but they quickly changed thei'r t
minds. Having disposed of the leader, the youns
deadchot pulled a gun and turned it upon the
others.
· "So you came here to jump the claim, did you?"
he asked in his cool and easy way. "I reckon YO\l
had better give up the idea. These children are
going to have what belongs to them. I say thla
claim belongs to them, and if you fellows do~,

.
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• it in a legal
agree with me you had better go about
They slowed down to a walk and Hank ~n
way to settle the dispute."
overtook them.
•
"That's the way to talk, Wild."
"A nice mess you got us in; ain't it?" one of
It was Arietta who 1:1aid tilis. With.Charlie and them asked, looking very
sour at the leader.
Jim she had dismounted a short distance away,
"It ain't my fault, is it?"
and then all three came up close on foot and stood
"Whpse fault is it, then?"
watching what took place. They- had seen our
"Well, it ain't mine. Jest 'cause Young Wild
hero fell the villiainous leader, and Arietta had ·West happened to come along ·an' interfere don't
some difficulty in keeping Charlie from rushing say that I'm to blame for it. 'Maybe you're gitforward to join in the scrimmage.
tin' like Brophy."
·
"Hello, Et!" Wild said, turning his head. "So
"I am-just exactly like him. I ain't goin't to
you are here, eh?"
have nothin' more to do with jumpin' this or any
"Oh, yes. We have been watching and listen- other claim."
ing."
"All right. I'm goin' to shoot
on sight.
'fhe scout now ran forward, just as Hank made Maybe you'd like to git ther same Brophy
dose."
an attempt to- get upon his feet. -"Why don't you shoot Young Wild West, if you
"Lay down the1'!, you measly coyote!" he cried, want to shoot anyone?"
as he made a kick at the big ruffian. "Jest now
"You go an' take a ·shot at him."
you're s'posed to be dead, so don't you dare to
"Not much, I won't."
1
move!"
'Well, shet up, then."
Hank dropped back and lay perfectly still.
"I won't have to do that, either. I ain't afraid
"Excuse us, won't yer?" Frank said, timidly. of you, Hank Rose if Brophy was."
"I sorter reckon we ain't wanted here, so we'll be
The man had hoid of a gun, and Hank saw it.
goin'."
·
He was not going to do anything, that being the
"Light out, then, and be quick about it," replied case but the look he had on his face told plainly
Wild; his eyes flashing, for he really felt as if he that he would attend to -the man
later on.
ought to punish the rascals. The two did not
The fellowii:ept hold of his gun, and be did not
need to be told twice. They hurried on past the let - go of it until they were pretty close to Red
excavation and quickcy join,d the eight men, who Jim's saloon. By this time Hank had cooled down
were still waiting in the. little hollow. Our hero· some. Frank had tied a handkerchief
his
now touched the prostrate bad -inan with his foot. head to stop the flow of blood from the about
wounded
"Hank Rose," said he, "I reckon you had better ear, and he looked about like a whipped cur
skulkget up."
·
ing home to his kennel. It must have spread
"I will if you say so," was the reply.
' through Bowie Bar that the gang had gone away
"I do say so. Get up I"
for the purpose of jumping the Orphans' Claim,
.
~
Slowly the defeated villain got upon his feet. for a number of miners, who- were loitering in
He looked about him and trembled, for all our front of the Gold Star saw them, and they shouted
· friends were now on the scene, the two Chinamen jeeringly at them.
included.
"That's' all right!" Hank cried, shaking his fist
"Get away from her~ and thank your stars at them. "I ain't done yet. It's putty nigh time
that you're getting away alive," said Wild, in his I broke loose for fair an' cleaned up this blamed
cool and easy way. "If you were not such a rank camp. I'm jest about in ther humor to do it right
coward I would c~rt'hinly make an example of you. now." Then he fired a shot over the heads of the
But such fellows as you are hardly wasting car- men standing there, and instantly there was a
tridges on. Move, now I I reckon I will try one scramble to get out of the way, for none of them
seemed to have forgotten that he was a deadshot,
shot at you."
"Don't--don't!" cried th'e man, very much in spite of the fact that he was a coward.
With a grin of satisfaction H ank enter e~ the
frightened.
bar-room of the place kept by Red Jim.
"Go on, I say!"
"Put out some liquor I" he yelled, bringing his
Hank looked around despairiJlgly, and then
aiming as straight for the hollow as he possibly fist upon the bar with a bang that caused ti1-!
bottles and glasses to jingle. "I'm gettm' r eady
could, he started on a run.
Crack I Wild ·fired a shot and the bullet clipped to clean up Bowie Bar, Young Wild West\an' all.
Jest let me git started once an' nothin' will ever
a tiny piece of flesh from the villain's right ear. stop
me!"
"Wow!" he yelled, clapping a hand to the
wounded part. "I'm shot!"
Unable to resist the temptation, the scout
CHAPTER X.-The Orphans Come Out
brought his rifle to his shoulder and sent a bullet
through the crown of· Hank's hat. Another yell
All right.
came from him, and then he disappeared over the
hill. Hank was just in time to see his men moving'
Young Wild West and his friends had no idea
from the hollow. They were heading · in a direc- that there were any more than the three at the
tion that- was entirely opposite to the Orphans' . claim, and it was not until the villainous gang
Claim, too. TheY. saw him coming, and surely were nearly half way to the mining camp that
knew that the shots must have been fired at him. they saw them. Cheyenne Charlie was first to
. "Wait, boys," he called out pleadingly, as ·h_e recognize Hank Rose in the crowd, and, pointing
drew his hand from the wounded ear and found it his finger toward them, he exclaimed :
cov,ered with blood. "I'm shot."
"Great gimlets'! That whole crowd must have
"Come orr!" called out Frank. "I reckon you been rigllt close ·by, Wild. Why didn't we know
ain't hurt much. This ain't no place for us, an' itf'•
I
,oa ought to know it."
"It can't be helped now, Charlie," was the reply.
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"But never mind. ,· I hardly think they· are· done

yet. They know for a fact that there is plenty of
gold here, and as soon as they lubricate a little at
the saloons thev will be feeling like coming back.
While Hank Rose is one of the worst bluffers I
ever saw; he may be a dangerous man. Cowards
are dangerous you know, when they get driven
to the wall. 1 don't want to harm any of them,
but they have got to keep away from this claim."
There was enough level ground near the children's tent to put up the two tents, so the two
Chinamen went right at work. The brook was not
far distant, · so they knew they could get along all
right for a few days.
About the only thing that was lacking was grass
for the horses. There was none close by, so this
meant that a watch mtlst be kept all the time th~
horses wererout on pasture. When everything had
been put in proper shape the young deadshot took
hls horse by the halter and led the way to the
nearest grazing grounds.
•
"We will let them have all they wan,_t of the
grass until tonight," he said. "'.I:hen we'll fetch
them close up to the t~nts and tie them. I reckon
Hop can take Jennie_and go and get a bag of oats
at the store."
• ·
"Me do lat velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild,"
the clever Chinee spoke up, for he was right there
with Jennie and two of the hors~s. • ·
Jennie was a trick mule valued highly by Hop.
She could do any amount of things that seemed
· impossible for a quadruped to be capable of, and
very often he had lots of fun with her.
.
"When are you going: Hop?" Ben Hardy asked,
when h.i.earned that the heathen was going to the
store after a bag of oats.
"Me go pletty soonee,'' was the answer. "You
wantee go, too, Ben?" .
"Yes I would ftke to go very much. I have to
go ove; to the store, anyhow. I want to tell B_ig
Gus that I have quit .working' for him. Mr. W1lu
thinks it advisable for me to stay right here, now,
and help get out some of the · gold. He is going
to sell· the claim for us just as soon as he can.
He will send a letter off with the stage when it
leaves the Bar to-morrow morning."
"Lat velly nicee. Misler Wild will . stay hex;etill your claim be sold, so be. He- knowee his
business velly muchee."
It was not long before Hop was ready to go for
the bag of oats. Ben set out with him, and the
two walked rapidly toward the store, the mule
following .them the same as a dog might have ·done.
Jennie was not very large, but she was capable
of carrying a pretty good load, so a bag of OJlt:;I
would rl'ot inconvenience her_a great deal on the
way back. As they neared the shanties that made
, up the camp of Bo~ie Bar, a man suddenly stepped from behind a pile of bushes and confronted
them. It was Brophy. At. first Hop and the boy
thought he meant to show hostility toward them,
but .when they sii.w an expression of pleasure on
his face they knew different.
"Hello, Ben," the man said, in a kindly tone of
voice. "I reckon you know that I ain't agin yer."
"Yes, I know, Mr. Brophy. You quit Hank Rose •
and his gang."
,.
"You bet I did, an' I'm glad of it, though I
s'pose i,.t won't be long now afore I git ther same
dose _xour father got. Hank will hound me until
he makes me ,show fight, then he'll drop me quicker
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than lightnin'. 1 It's too bad, but it can't be helped.
I ain't goin' to do nothin' · agin· a couple of little
orphans, like you an' sister. I'll die afore I will I"
T.h e flash that came in the man's eyes as he
spoke showed plainly that he mearit every word
of it;
·
"Where is Hank Rose no:w?'' Ben asked, as he
moved on after Hop, who had , started again for
the store.
"I don't know. A few minutes ago one of ther
men told me he was giitin'. ready ·to hunt me ur,.
Maybe he has followed me here. I thought I d
go over to your camp an' see if you'd let me stay
there a while."
"You surely can stay there, Mr. Brophy. I
know Young Wild West will be willing. He-Hello! There comes Hank Rose now!"
The tittle fellow: pointed down the- sandy way
that was called a street, and, sure enough, Hank
could be seen coming from the place that was kept
b:y Red Jim. The Qad man got his courage up, and
he was now looking for tfle man who had gone
back QJl him in his vill~iny. Brophy turned pale.
"Whattee· mattee ?'' Hop asked, looking at him
sharply. "You knowee he wantee shootee you;
why you no shootee him? You stay behind um
tlee, and len you shootee velly muchee quickee, so
-b e."
"I reckon that's about ther be~t way out of it,
heathen,''. Brophy answered. Then he clenched
his teeth•and added: .
'"It's his life or mine! I'll do my best." .
He then stepped behind the bushes close at hand,
and Hop and Ben went on toward the store. They
met Hank Rose before they got there. He was
walking with a swagger and had a gun in his
hand. Ben liad his r~ady, too, though he did not
let the villain know it.
. "See anything of Brophy around here, kid?"
Hank demanded, frowning darkly as .he paused
before the two.
''I saw him .run away after . he knocked you
down up at our camp," was the evasive reply. .
"Well, he went this way, so I'm told. I'm goin'
to git him!"
,
Then he strode on, and the two hurried to the
store. Just as they 1 reached it they heard the
reporl of a revolver. They waited to see Hank
Rose coming back, but he did not sh.ow up, so they
went on in the store.
'
·
• "Well, Ben, goin' to leave me, I s'pose?" Big
Gus asked, smilingly. "I suppose it ain't no more
than right th-at you should. You an' litfle Sallie
is rich now, an' you ain't S:po!Jed to work-,-not in
a stpre, anyhow. I'm mighty glad the gold lode
has been found on your claim; an' I'm I\ whole lot
pleased that Young Wild West found it for yer,
an' is goin! to help you out till ther claim i.;· sold
an' ther money paid over. You're a lucky orphan,
Ben Hardy, an' so is your sister."
•
Then he looked suspicously at the Chinaman,
and added:
· .,
"Lookin' for another hat, heathen?"
"No," was the retort. "Me wantee bag of oa,·,
so be." ...
·
"Oh I Don't want a can of tomatoes an' some
eggs this time, eh?"
•
"No," and Hop grinned broadly.
."That jackass goin' to carry ther bag of oats
for you?"
"Yes, lat lig;ht."

•
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. "All right. I'll get it for you right away!'
He was not long in getting the bag of oats, and
out of the store ·he went with it. Hop followed
him and led the mule up so he might place the bag
:"on her back.
, .:
Big Gus did this all right; but Hop whispered
rsomething in Jennie's ear that caused her to kick
up her heels1 and then the bag went to the ground.
f "What's tner
·m atter, you cantrary beast?" the
store-keeper cried angrily.
·
Then he stopped to pick up the bag. Hop seized
r the bridle of 4the mule and swung her around
quickly, at the same time saying:
r,
"Helpee Misler Store-keeper, Jennie!"
Jennie did help him! $he let go with both hind
,,feet, and Big Gus turned a complete somersault.
When he got up .and looked around in a dazed
way the clever Chinaman had put the bag of oats
on the mule'"s back. Jennie was standing there as
·,innocently as could be, too. Ben laughed heartily,
for he could not help it, but Hop appeared strictly
'unconcerned.
·'.
·
"What are you tryin' to do, heathen?" shouted
, Gus, angrily.
•
"Whattee mattee'?" Hop asked, showing surprise.
Several miners, attracted by the loud voices
J and the laughter of the boy, came out of the Gold
Star and hurl"ied to the scene. Ben quickly explained to them what had happened, and then the
store-keeper cooled down.
•
"It's all right, boys," he declared. "Ther
heathen had some more fun with roe. Go ahead
an' laugh....
' Then he was about to go on in the stor8j forgetting that he had not been paid for the oats.
But Hop quickly called him back and handed hfm
the money.
· "Me veily solly, Misler Store-keeper," H'.op said.
"Shake hands, Hop," s<1,id the storekeeper, "I
ain't angry."
1.
Hop shook hands with him, and then started
<back for the Orphans' Claim. Ben lingered long
enough to tell the miners that Hank -Rose had set
'out to shoot Brophy on sight, telling them where
Brophy had been left when he came to the. store
with Hop. Some of them had heard the shot, so
1
tt was not strange that they should want to -go
over and find out wl)at had happened.
"Brophy wasn't a half-bad feller," said Rafrferty, the successful mine;r, who was among them.
"If Hank Rose shot him without givin' him a
chance, ~hink it's about time to lynch him. We've
had enou h of him, anyhow. Come on, boys!"
Then t ey all started on a run. They arrived
at the spot where Hop and Ben had left Brophy
in advance of the two, since the mule could not
travel any faster than a walk with the bag of oats
·on heP back. When the Chinaman and the boy
'got there they found a small crowd standing over
the body of '1, man. Ben's face paled, for he surely
. thought it was Brophy. But not so I
' "Hank got his medicine at last!" exclaimed Rafferty, and then he .caught the boy by the arm and
Jed him to the silent form.
"Oh!" and the boy broke into tears. "My .father is avenged at li,st."
·.
"Right Y<lll are, Ben," and the miner led hi-,n
. away. "I reckon Brophy done one good thing i_n .
hi~ life, if he never does another. He was too
;. q1uck for Hank, an' that ends it."

•

a

"I was w.aitin' for somebody to come," voice
said from behind the bushes. "Here I am, boys.
If you think I done wrong, t!ke me."
Brophy stepped put, his arms folded across his
breast.
·
"Done wrong?" cried Rafferty, running to him.
"Put her there, pard. "I reckon you've showed
that you was white. I hearc;l that Hank was goin'
to git you, 'cause you back:ed out in interferin'
with ther orphans of Bowie Bar. . That showed
that you had a heart in yer. Nol ·you ain't done
nothin' wrong. You have rid ther world of a big
nuisance, that's· what you have; an' you done it in
self-defense, too."
Tears came into the eyes of Brophy as they all
crowded around to shake his hand.
''I'm obliged to you, boys," he said, over and
over again. Now, I s'pose I've got to go an' face
Frank an' the rest of 'em. But I ain't afraid of
none of them, if I was afraid of Hank Rose. They
had better look out!"
.
"We are all with you, Brophy!" went up the
cry, and then Hop and Ben went on. When they
got to the camp they quickly related what hap
happened. Wild was. somewhat surprised, but he
was more than pleased.
· "That has saved us the trouble of doing it,
boys," he said to his . partners. "Hank Rose had
to drop out, and I am glad. that one of his won
gang did it." •
"But he · don'.t belong to that gang any mQre,"
spoke up Ben. · "Brophy reformed, you know."
"Yes, t know. Well, I hope he keeps that way,
that's all.
·
Things were quiet enough at the '6phans'
Claim the balance of the day. Our hero and his
partners made a thorough examination of theJode,
as much as they could see of it, and they were
firmly convinced that the claim 1ras worth at least
a hundred thousand dollars. Probably it might
be hard to sell it for that price, but they would
be willing to let it go 'for less, rather than be compelled to stay there and protect the orphans. That
night the young deadshot and Cheyenne Charlie
went over to the camp. They were not long in
learning that the side partn~ of the late bad man
had openly declared that he was done with evildoing, 11.Dd that he would be one of the first to protect the orphans, should it be necessary. Whether
he r~ally meant it or not, it is hard to say. But,
anyhow, he was very meek after the sudden death
of Hank Rose.
·
'
.
The next morning Wild despatched two letters,
one to a claim agent and the other' to a man he
knew would be interested in the claim. Two days
latlU' he received answers from both, and in pe:rson, too. The result was that in less than a week
the claim had been sold for sixty thousand dollars, and the money deposited in the Denver bank
for the orphans, with a stipulation that the storekeeper could draw a hundred dollars a month for
their suport until they became of. age. Cheyenne
Charlie willingly turned the guardianship over to
Big Gus, for he was satisfl.ed that he was a good
roan for ~he position_. . It looked ~ery rosy 'for '.Ben
and Salhe Hardy when our fnen!fs left Bowie
Bar early one -morning for the purpose of hunting
up something more in the way of adv_e ntures. .
Next week's issue will contai11 "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S GOVERNMENT .CONTR4CT; or.
ARIETTA AND THE PONY EXPRESS."
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THE BLACK HAND

Few men can resi~t the appeal of the
they love or have loved.
woman,
But as he neared the theatl'e, Jack began to
think hard about the other fellow.
·
·
.By DICK ELLISON
He was Teal--Jack had himself been a witness
_to the attentions Mamie had shown him.
Then the other fellow was a burglar-that wa1
proved.
. · .
A Serial Story
Jack came to the conclusion that it was· a good
time to go slow.
CHAPTER VII.-(Continued.)
As he turned in from ~roadway, on TwentyIt was then about eleven o'clock in the morn- fourth street, he saw Mamie coming· towa'rds him
ing, an hour when Mamie certainly would not be along the block, and he at once joined· her
But Jack did not offer to shake hands n~r did
at the theatre.
·•
. '
To go to the stage door, ask for the actress Mamie extend hers.
Th!! meeting wa~ cold on both sides, yet Jack ·
and display the detective's badge, Jack felt would
had mtended that 1t should be otherwise on hi!t,
be worse than useless.
"I'm so glad you came," _said Mamie. "I knew ·
What good could come of making a demonstl"jlyou would."
• •
tion when nothing was to be gained. by it?
'.'l could hardly refuse you," rtplied Jack '
·In the afternoon there was a matinee on, and
•
Jack determined to wait until then before at- quietly.
"I don't know about that. I haven't treated
tempting to look up Mamie Klein.
So he went to his room and sat down to think. you so very well."
"Every one has their likes and dislikes If you
Here Jack fell into · one of his musing fits
don't like me--"
·
again; it was an old trick of his.
·
"I never said so, Jack."
As he threw himself on the bed before begin"Well, there is no use going over into that
ning to think and because he had not slept a wink
the night before, it is no wonder that he soon fell now. Let's cut it out. What is this trouble you
.
asleep; nor did he know anything until he was are in? More of the same?"
suddenly aroused by a loud knocking on the door. . "That•~ just what it is, Jack. ·· That gentleman ·
"Come in!" shouted Jack, forgetting that he 1s very sick. You know now what it all means "
Jack was silent.
·
had locked · the door.
He had a lot of learn before he could make a
He sprang up and unlocked it when he heard
some one try the door, and then admitted a col- good detective. He wanted to say the right thing
ored man who waited on the lodgers in the house. but the fact was, he did not know what to say.
"You do, don't you?" persisted Mamie. "Honest,
"Boss, hyar's a letter fo' you," said Zero, the
.
·,
·
waiter. "Messenger boy done gtme leab him now?"
"Of course. I have been to the office Mamie"
hyar.''
·
"I know it. Did you give those pap~rs to ~
Jack seize'tl the letter and saw that the address
Skinner?"
.
·
·
·"
was in a woman's handwriting.
_
"How could I do otherwise, when I saw that
He felt what was coming, nor was he in the
least surprised when he saw Mamie's name at the they belonged to him; but I real1y forgot them
last night. I tried to give them back to you
bottom of the sheet.
and--"
'
The letter read as follows:
"You did?" Mamie exclaimed ~ith some · excite"DEAR JACK-1 hardly dare to address you, ment.
seeing how badly- I have used you, but I know
"Yes."
your forgiving nature, and I am sure you will
"You went 'back to the house and tried to find
JIOt refuse my request. I need hardly tell •you me?"
.
Jack felt that he was running all wtong.
that I am in deep trouble, after what. happened
Instead of pumping Mamie Klein the girl was
last night. I have been obliged to resign my en'
agement at the Madison Square Theatre, wnicli industriously pumping him.
will explain later when I see you, as I hope to.
Nevertheless he did not 'Rnow what to do.
Oh, Jack, come to me and tell me what to do! I
"I didn't find you," he -said in a confused way.
never ,w as in such trouble - in all my life, and
. "You think I fooled you and went with him ·
to
some other house?" •
never before did I so feel the need of a true '
"Mamie, how can I thfok otherwise when I ·
friend. You can meet me on the corner of Broadway, by the theatre. If you don't see ille at first, found that you were not known there?"
. "Well, I did. I admit it. · 1 had to do it Jack
wait for I don't want to stand, but shall be walking up and down along. th!;! block. Don't iail me, . You don't un~erstand, but you shall kn~w an: ·
Tell me, how did Mr. Skinner tale it?"
J a~k. ·
·
· Yours,
"He was very much excited, of. course."
.
•
"MAMIE."
".Did you know of th'at infernal trap being·
. Jack..glanced at his watch and saw that it was · there?"
✓
then almost two o'clock. .
.
"Certainly not. . I never drea_m ed of such a '
' "BOY. waiti~g for an !lnswer?" he asked.
thing."
.
' "No, sah. ' He's done ~ne," replie~ Zero.
• ·"Tell me, w_hat did Mr. . Sk:inner do?"
r
"All ~ght; ,Y.OU ne$ t ~11it.'~ .
. · ·.:. :. . It .was gettmg too hot: . ,Tack resolved to cut .
. -~ro, va~tsh~d, and Jack, seizing His hat,.. :wa11 . ·t~ese' questrtons sho1·t.
·,. : .' •
-:.. ,..
: ,.,.
~F1onr~
.-t· he~mm~o-~n·t ·••;11 , .' ·• fr •
.•
,,
,'
,
• . ,"You. as!< _
nie,, toa·. much . . The first thing Mr -~
his . anections for .Mamie Skinnl!l' ·dtd ·was · to dischat'ge ·me, . and I camo
l[lein -ietumed.
) '
.
. Tight ·away. . I haven't seen . him since. n
.
l

f
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"He did that," said Mamie! in still increasing
ncitement. "Mean old hunks It's just like him.
l BUppose he claimed that the papers were not all
there?"
"That's what he did."
"And it is true. It's a burning shame, Jack,
and I won't stand for it. . Oh, you needn't say
any more. I know how I stand. I'm liable to be
any moment, but you shall be put right
business. Come with me, Jack. You
see him. I will make him give you back
aing document, and in my presence he
ell you all. I don't care if he is arrested;
.i1 I ask o~ you is to protect me if you can."
She had put her daintily gloved hand through
lack's arm then and drew hfm closer.
There was, more said, and considering_ tftat
lack Weldon was not fully cured of his fascina111on yet, it is not surprising that he finally yielded. to the girl's request. that. he should call a cab,
and he should accompany her to where the sick
11111D was.
•
And for the time Jack believed in her-he
oould not help it.
The cab was found on Sixth avenue.
It was Mamie who engaged it. The . add:resij
•e gave wa:s a street in the Forties, far over
the weat' side of the town.
..She can't fool me,:' Jack said tohfmself, as
tlley_ took their places in the cab together. "I
tllall see this thing tnrougb1 and. I rather fancy
I shall have something interesting to report to·
Mr. Doubleday in the end."
Thus again he doubted the girl and his feelings
c,'ha:nged.
.
But Jack' switched over to the other side of
fence in. a nurry when, before they had gone
o blocks, Mami.e suddenly seized his hand and
her head . drop on his shoulder, at the same
e murmunng:
,
"Oh, Jack, it was so good of you to come to
111e. But I knew you would I You are the only
IDan I ever loved I"

.,
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CHAPTER VIII.

Old

Double-eyes Keeps Right . On
, Discoveries.

Making

Old Double-eyes felt that he had his hands

full, or he might perhaps have kept Jack Weldon

tlose to him a little longer.
The fact is, the old detective saw more in this
matter than has been told;
Between one and two years before th~ detec1:ive had been brought in contact with young Barlow the banker, 'as has been related.
He had not fo:ngotten that experience, and sep-etly: he had been expecting to find the man on
lllls official books again, so to speak.
Probably this was the reasol" why Old Douhle.,-es steered straight for Wall dtreet and turned
at the elegant o.ftices of Barlow & Son, where
had not been since the day he was summoned
talce the banker's statement regarding the
""1ng man who had attempted suicide in his of"° IIDe nearly two years before. ·
Be presented no card, but abruptly demanded
• intetTtew with the banker.

t

,,•

"You can't see him," replied the sleek individual behind the ornamental brass railing. "Mr.
Barlow is engaged."
"Then I'll wait till he is disengaged," satd~ld
Double-eyes.
,
He did not even move away from the window
in the railing, but ·stood stock-still.
"It's no use waiting," said the clerk, looking
bored. "He won't see you."
"I think different," replied Old Double-eyes.
"He will see me when I tell my name."
'You haven't t.old it yet," snarled the clerk.
"Let's have your card."
..._
,
"The only cards I keep are four aces. for luck,"
retorted the detective. ''Y'.ou can tell him my
name is Doubleday. He'll remember me. Detective on Inspector Byrnes's staff."
"Why didn't you say -so before?" growled the
clerk, and calling a boy, he sent in the. detective's.

name.

Word came out that Mr. Barlow would be disengaged in a minute.
But befol'e half that time had elapsed the door
oi the private. office opened and Mr. Skinner
walked out. - .
The· old banker's face was as pale as death,
and he walked with an unsteady step, as though
he had been drinking.
"Doubleday," he whispered to the detective, as
he passed, "don't wait• for three o'clock. Come
to me at once as soon as you get through here,
or, better still, come with me now." •
"No," replied Olcl Double-eyes, regarding the
banker narrowly. "I can't go now, but I'll come
as soon as I have had a talk with Mr. Barlow."
"Doubleday," said the banker, in an unsteady
voice, "it-.will 110 you no good to talk with Barlow. Come with me now."
.
"No," said Old Double-eyes. 0 1 can't and I
won't; but I'll follow you right up, Mr. Skinner."
"You had better follow me up quick, then, if
you wish to, see me," said the banker, moving
away.
''I'll be quick enough for you," thought the
detective, but he had reason to regi:et not acceding to the banker's request later o .
·
Old Double-eyes now walked into the private
,,office.
•
Here he . found the same young man whom he
had previously encountered seated at the desk.
He was a P.erson a little under the usual
height! slim bwlt, with black hair and black eyes.
He ooked like .a foreigner.
He also looked like the original of the photograph which Old Double-eyes carried in his
pocket, only older.
'
· ·
In every .particular he answered the description given by Jack Weldon of thfl man he had
seen with Mamie Klein.
But what Barlow, the banker, did not look like,
was a man who had just had his great toe amputated.
His manner was cold and repelling,. His shining patent leathers, upon which Old Double-eyes
promptly looked, showed no evidence of concealing a sore foot.
"You wanted to see me?" demanded Mr. Barlowi without asking the detective to be seated.
" 00)" was the reply, and Old Double-eyes,
selecting the best chair in the ofllce, pulled ll

•
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alongside the banker without invitation, and h@
"It will pay you to do so: Mr. Doubleday, " re-_
sat down.
plied .the banker, meaningly.
"Say what you have to say as quickly as pos"Just so," said Old Double-eyes. "I shan't
sible, please," said the banker. "My time is forget."
·
•
valuable."
He immediatel y left the offu:e then,· and Barlow,
•
"So is mine," replied Old Doubl~-eye s. "I the bal!ker, sat
the desk, watching him depart,
wanted to ask two things of you, Mr. Barlow. with the air of at
a man who was wondering if he
First, whatever became of that young man who had played a shrewd
tried to kill himself in your office abo'6t a year himself to be fooled. part, or if he had allowed
and a half ago?"
It was the latter, most decidedly.
•
"I am sure I don't know," replied the banker,
Once on Wall Street, Old Double-eyes turued
taking up a letter and pretending to read.
into the first sky-scrape r he came to, and pulling ·
But Old Double-eyes was not to be turned out the letter found behind the mirror
in the"
down in any such fashion.
lodging-house, comp~red the handwritin g with the
"Excuse me," he said. "If you are busy I'll banker's on the card.
wait till you are through."
"It is the same," he muttered. . "I have· got all
Mr. Barlow threw down the letter impatiently . I want. What can it
mean?
bluff about the
"Come to the point, man I" he cried. "I have boy shows that what I have The
always believed is
not much time to talk."
true. There was more in. that matter thim a_p"Neither have I," retorted the detective. "So peared on the surface. I suspected then that.
he
you don't know anything about the young manif" shot the yourig fellow, and
told the inspectdr so
"No. Last I heard he was in the mad-house. but he would not listen. II am
1aure of it now.'1
~hat about him now?"
. Enclosing the card in the letter, Old Double"Nothing, if you know nothing," was the re- eyes restored it to his capacious pocket,·
and
ply. "And this brii:i,gs :qie to ln:Y second piece of walked on down Wall Street, entering
Mr. Skinbusiness. I'm workmg on a society case. I want ner's office.
your help."
There were several customets outside the coun"'How can I help you?"
ter, and Mr. Monroe seemed to be at his wit's
"You are a member of the Tuxedo Club, I be• ends to attend to them all.
"You will find Mr. Skinner in his private of•· lieve."
·fice," he said to the detective. "Walk right in.''
"Well?"
- But instead of doing this, Old Double-eyes
"Is it so?" •
knocked on the door, for a wonder, for he was not
"Perhaps I am.''
"Write me a pass to Tuxedo Park. My work accustomed to standing on ceremony in such cases.
He received no answer.
lies that way. l can't get in."
"I should not like to do that. The park is
·Pausing for a second or so, Old Double-eyes
opened the door and stepped in.
o·,vned by a private club.''
.
'
And. this was the time that even he was startled
"Very well. Then I'll seek help elsewhere. ·By
_.he · way, if I happen to ,find that young fellow, out of his usual calmness.
Mr. Skinner sat at the desk; his head had fallen
shall I drop in and let you know?"
Barlow, the Danker, was getting nervous. His forward on his breast, his face was even whiter
than when Old Double eyes ' met him at Barlow,
face showed that plainly enough.
the banker's; his hands hunf. loosely by his sides.
"You have found him already?" he asked,
"Mi-. Skinner! Are you il, sir?" exclaimed the
"Perhaps."
.
detective, springinf forward.
"Speak out."
·
"Good heavens!' he ejaculated, as he laid his
"I have adopted iour style of speaking, mister.
hand upon the banker's forehead. "This man is
Do I get the pass? '
dead!"
4
"Is that a threat?"
"Oh, no. I want the pass."
For a man to find himself betrayed by a woman
"What is the case you are working · on?" • .
is as 'old as time itself, and it was written in the
"Case of diamond robbery."
.
"Why don't the people who employ you get you book of fate that Jack Weldon was oo learn his
lesson right there in the cab.
the pass ?"
When Mamie began to make love to Jack, he was
"That's my business. Do you want to see the
weak enough to make love in return.
•
young man?"
.
That was the time he got it in the neck, as the
Barlow hesitated, but only for a mmu1:e.
.
"Why yes " he said, suddenly changmg his saying goes.
Suddenly Mamie threw one arm around the
tone. "fr I c:m help him any, let me know. I am
sorry for the poor fellow, of course. Has he re- boy's neck and, pinning him fast with her disengaged hand, pressed a handkerchi ef saturated with
gained his reason?"
ether against his face.
"I didn't say I found him.''.
.
Jack had wondered what strange sort of perBarlow produced one of his private cards and fume Mamie
carried about her. Now he knew.
hastily wrote:
His struggles were unayailing.
"Admit Mr. Doubleday to Tuxedo Park. J. H.
Jack was by no means a robust characterBatlow.''
'
qwte the contrary. Mamie, on the other hand,
"There!" he exclaimed, tossing it over to the exhibited
unusual strength for a gir l.
detective. "That will taki you into the park"
The struggle was but a brief one.
"Thank you!" replied Old Double-eyes, pocketIt ended b~ Jack sinking back against the
the pass and immediatel y rising.
•
cushions quite uncon~ciou s.
-»u I come across the young
man I'll let you
bow," he added then.
(To be continued)
0
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kpown sources of disturbances, .a fac;t which has
profoundly puzzled mathematicians the last two
centuries. The late Prof. Newcomb suggested
NEW YORK, JANUARY 29, 1926
that the gain and loss were only apparent and ~
il\it there was no fluctuation in the length qf the
day and consequently of the clocks.
When, however, he examined two hundred-year
series of transits of Mercury he found no definite
lllnsle Coplee....••••..••.••••••• Po• tal'e Free
II ce11t•
parallelism in the discrepancies in the movement
011e Copy Three Month• ••••••• ·• "
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of the two bodies. Dr. Innes has investigated
One Copy One Year.............
•.oo
much ·l onger series of transits of Mercury, also
·
Canada, ~.C!O; Foreign, · $:,.00.
eclipses of Jupiter's first satellite and discrepanBew TO SEND )[ONEY-At our rlek Bend l'. o.
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lb an:, other way are at.:,ou ... rlsk. • WJl accept Po • tace
lltamps the sa.me aa cash. When eending 1llver wrap the sun, and lie finds all these • run parallel with
the Coln in a • eparate piece ot 1111per to avoid cuttinc the -- moon, strong .evidence ~at during the last
the envelope. Write :,our name and addrel8 plainly.
forty years the earth;'& rotation, and hence the
Addre• I lettere to
world's clocks, gained about thirty seconds.
HARRY . E: WOLFF, { Harry- E. Wolff, PN!9.,.
If his findings are confirmed, they will go to
Publisher, Inc., ·
•, Charlee E. NTlaader, ~ explain . the irregularitf of the moon and will
166 W. 23d St,, N. Y.
ilecessitiite new p'r ecautions in time measurement
L. P. Wllzln, T~.
and..will ,cr.e ate a new ·probl~m in case such large
aIJlf rapid fluctuati_o ns occur.
. .

TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS

-ITEMS"OF INTEREST
.MOTHER-OF-PEARL FISHING
How the natives collect the shells in the Red
Sea and Gulf of A-den from which we get our
mother-of-pearl is described in a report from Addison E. Southard, American Consul at A~en.
About twenty men go out to the fishing beds m a
41ailing dhow and then divide up into rowboats,
in which thev search for likely spots, using a
kerosene tin with one end filled with glass as a
water telescope.
·
After locating the shells one of the fishermen
removes his scant clothing, places a small clamp
or plug to cl6se his nostrils, and dives. As he
descends a large basket is lowered, weighted with
a stone to ·cause it to sink quickly. The dive:r
works on the bottom, throwing the shells into t~e
·basket until )le has filled it. He usu~lly finds it
necessary to come to the surface two or three
times for a fresh breath before he has tompletedthe filling of a basket. There are many sharks
in the :8ed Sea and in the Gulf of Aden and
when the divers are attacked they are fortunate
if they escape minus a leg or an arm.
.
The shells vary from two inches to ten mches
in diameter. After six or eight hours the shells
are opened and the oysters eaten. When the d~ow
is laden she if.Oes to Aden or Massow,a h and.drives
a bargain with the shell buyers. Just before the
war the prevailing price was about 16 cents. a
pound; today it is only 8 cents. One large shipment to the United States was made last year.
The Aden market supplies about 500,000 pearl
shells a year.
'
DAY'S LENGTH VARIES
The earth is getting out of step with the music
of the spheres, according to Dr. Innes1 Director
of the Union Observatory of South Atrica, who
announces the ;result of a series of investigations
which appear to prove that the -rate of the
earth's rotation and consequently the length of
the day is alternately diminishing ·and increasing slightly. This irregularity puts all clocks
wrong and incidentally explyains ~e old enigma
of irregularities of the moon's motion.
The moon . is generaly ahead of or behind its
i,redicted place, even if allowance is made for all

,

LAUGHS
"When you finish your art studies: what is your
·chief ambition tQ draw1" "A nice big check on
some bank."
Marcel-Do you• knov_, Claude, chorus girls
have a hard time? Claude-Yes, ,they do have to
bare a great deal.
•
"Sarah, is your husband a good provider?" "Indeed, he is, ma'am, but I'se afraid he'll get catched
at it."
·
'He (at 7:30 p. m.)-Well, misery ·1oves company, you know. She (stifling a yawn)-Not ·at
this hour, I think.

•

"Can you think of any worse pest ' than the
seven-year locusts?" "I should say so. Just
think of a' ten-year instalment purcbase !"
"My wife sent me to buy a rolling pin " said
the mild-looking man. "What kind of w~od do
you prefer?" inquired the salesman. "What is the
softest wood you have?"
.

------

.

Medical Examiner-Suppose you should have a
patient with some disease which you knew nothing about. · What would you do? Student-Charge
him five dollars for the examination, and then
send him to you.
·
Young Jenkins (tremblingly) ....:.! have-erspoken to Mabel, Mr. Stentor, and .ghe saidwell-er-she said if I wished to press my suit
I must see you. Mr. Stentor. She did, eh ? Well
Mr. Jenkins, all I've got ·to say is this, that if yoJ
wish to press your suit you had better see a
tailor. Goodday, sir. .
·
St. Peter ( at the heavenly · portals )-Come in,
young lady; there's plenty of room. Chicago Girl
-Exsuse me, but I want to ~sk one questiol\. St.
Peter-;! am here for the purpose of answerinJ
the questions of newcomers. Chicago Girl--W ell,
then, would . you mind telling me if you keep anJ'
ice c:i,eam soda-water in ~s place?

•
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-- INTERE:5TING ARTICLES
RADIO WAVES WE.PLACE J:.JGHT BEAMS,
This radio "lighthousef ' · at :south Foreland, in
)i::ngland, . warns mariners . by , s ending out a
s}ijl.rply rl.efined beam -~f W:!'eless energy. The
steel structure at the right 1S rotated 'Once e~ry
two minutes, ·and as· the wireless _beam swings
around the circle, it transmits a series "Of twenty:1:our different code cai'ls-one for each fifteen d~
grees of arc·. Thus a -receiving ship oan know m
what direction · the ''l1ghthouse'' lies by the type
signal :receiv~d.

9f

------

. RETURNS WATCH ·AS GIFT: •.
.
·, Robert Craib, ·baker, Cambridge! Mass:, rec~ived bne New Year's present he did not ,expect.
·· A..week ·ago a valuable wakh was _take~ f ~
his street clothes wliich were hangmg m hrs
bakery. New Year's Day a man's VQte!? on the
telephone wished him the season's greetings and
directed him to look on tbe window sill of the living room.
.
·
•
.. h
Craib did- so and there found not only his wa...c
but a package of cigarettes and a note of holiday
cheer. Police :sav it's the strangest sto~ th~y
have ever heard.
HONEYMOON EXPRESS
The New York Central R ailroad -wiU start ,a
honeymoon express service from New York . to
Niagara on the theory that brides and bridegrooms 'Still year11, 11G have their pictures ~ n
with Niagara "Fath, as· a backgrouncl. The train
wm be called "The Niagara" and will iea-v.e Grn~d
Central Termina1 every day at 8 :35 p. m. It w~U
reach Niagara at 8 :a. m. The east b_ound tram
wifl \eave Niagara at 8 I,>, m . and arnve here .at
7:15 a. m.
.
ll
d
The train will consist of nm~ Pu tl!ans. an a
buffet ear. ".l.'he'e wall be a nndal sutte,m each
P,a1lman. The n.iJroad l)la:ns to have tram crews
com~ of men of exceptional oourtesy• .

-=-----

·

.
DETROIT LOT COST PENNY
The site of Detroit's $14,000,000 .Book-C:adillat:
Hotel once sold fol' <e:xaetly one cent. ~~e pur- ~chaslr was Ma-rv Watson Hudson, .a c 1 ~ of
t)etroit, -who obtained the piot of ground m accordance with an act of Congress.
It happened like th.is: [n 18(}5 the town of
Detroit was practically destroyed by ft-re. :Many
persons were wiped out of bouse and home. 'Uo
aid the sufferers Cori~ress made an arrangement
by which they could, for a V8"f small cash oonsideration obtain Government land. Mary Watson Huds~n bought this particular tract -for one
cent. Ten yea.rs after the lot was purchased by
a speculator for $150.
PRE-COLUMBIAN TOYS
Toys of the American Inda.in tribes never before exhibited have been placed on exhibition in
•'the division of ethnology of tb.e United States
-. 'National Museum. These playthings of the papooses f'rom Alaska to Mexico re-v&ll that the redmen were efficient toy-makers and that their childrm found deli1tht in the .same .imitation by their
elders ~ into consideration by the man-

_.,,..-

ufaoturers of our modem Chxistrnas devices.
Wh~le little' Indian girls, the exhiibt shows,
could not hug the talking, walking and sleeping
dolls of our me(!hanical age, they did ha:ve plenty
"Of dolls, with miniature teepees •nstead of doll
house$, and Jittle cradles to catry ·on their backs
like th-e ones their mother carried them in when
they were babies. Among these dolls is one .o f.the
tiny' Eskimo which is ·a ·~al stuffed wiltl duck for
b~y to play with.
'
· Animal . ,dolls were -evidently very popular
among the Indians. .An ingenious beaver with a
tail of leather marked ~ imitation of the big flat
tail of the :real beaver was made·by an Arrapaho
papa for hls papoose; Cute little woolly butfaloes
made out of dift'erent colored beads are shown.
Miniature elk and targets cut·in the shape of buffaloes little Indian boyi to shoot -at are also
shown. .~
·
.
,
There· a-re. horse dolls, and one doll is a tiny
horse believed to have 'been made 'from the skin ot.
au unborn colt on account of the lack of seams
in the ..delicate hairy coat covering the little
wooden image. These presentE were sometimea
exchange<' when thE famlU~ -went visiting. The
exhibit included mateda~ froII. 'Arrapahos, Shoshones, Hopi, Utes, ,Apaches, Cheyennes and ·othe."
Indians.
• MECHANJ.IIIIAL EYE
The cigar industry is. llaSing a machine which is
almost uncanny in its "'power ,Of sigli.t." It automaticalfy 'Sort!! cigan aocording to the color .of
the wr&1Jpe'r, and can distinguish between thirty
dnf.erent shades of cigar wrappers., says Scientfio
American.
This mechanical "eye" i.,1 shaped laed a small
X-ray tube, with two terminals connected to a
b'atulry. · One terminal is eviaz-ged within the
tube and heavily coated -with · potassium. The
tmtire tubt! is covered by a Ught-proof case. and
in the dar kness no cunent flowi; between the two
terminals. Light, however, .activates the pot.assrum-covexed terminal, causing an emission of
electron~ which permits current to flow. The eye
is snnply an electric switch, opened and shut by
li~t and darkness.
&lo\\ the eye is another chamber containing
four smail electric light bulbs, shielded from the
tube above. When the automatic fin~r of the
machine -places the cigar in positi@n within this
lighted chamber, · a sWutter opens a slit in the
covered tube-chamb~r above it, and only the light
which is reflected 'f rom the wraruier of the cigar
is permitted to act upon the tube.
Obviously, the darker the color of the cigar, the
less light will be re1iected upon tbe tube, and vice
versa. The actual co1or of tbe cigar, then, determines the amount of current ]lermitted to flow
between the two terminals .of the tube. And,
since every color reflects a different amount of
light, it is easily sl!en that the only limit to the
color-sorting abilities of this machine lies in the
minuteness with which these varying amounts of
current, sent through the tube, can be detected
and caused to operate the mechanical. sorting a_pparatus. ,

•
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GOOD READING
CHEAP FUEL FROM DUST

and rapilily prospering indu; try in the manufacture of artificial pearls.
~he finis~ed pr~duct is -smooth, -eith"er pearly
Jlose tube and ignite the mixture with an elecbic spark it will explode. Recent Government · white or faintly pmk, and defies detection. Beexperiments have shown in dust great expiosive cause the competition between . the American,
energy going to waste. It is. this that is utilized French and Japanese manufactm-er.s is keen, ·you
In a new fuel ,announced recently, according to may, if your taste runs that way, for a 'few dollars festoo:Q ~trands and strands of these fish.
,
Popular Science Monthly.
•·
Fuel made from dust or scourings not only scale pearls on your person.
The imitation pearl industry is but a scant ten
will make use of waste material, but will reduce.
a big potential fire hazard in manufacturing years old, and if it had not been for the demoraliplants, explains W. A. Noel, an engineer of the zation by the World War of the French essence
Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agri- d'Orient industry, America and Japan might
culture. It would solve· the problem of cheap fuel never have entered the field as rivals of the
for factories,' he adds, for it may be used in steam French. "Essence d'Orient" is the fantastic name
which the FrElnch. with their genius for that sort
.
or gas engines.
Wood, metal, leathers, chemicals, cork, c.rubber, of.thing, g11ve to the valuable lustrous lacquer obsugar, grain cocoa and cinnamon are but a few tamed from the fish scales, and forming such an
important part of ~the ma:rtufacture of artificial
of hundreds of products. frdm which, the inflam- pearls.
·
.
mable dust may be obtained.· Probably the most
The solid glass beads are coated with a lacquer
powerful of all dusts is that of aluminum while
grain dusts are available in the greatest quanti- the pigment being erystalliti-e guenan prepared
from the silvery sheen of the fish scales. This
.
ti~
lustrous substance is composed of small, pointed
crystals, which when treated with various chemicals and strong ammonia, makes what is known
ARE TORTOISES DEAF?
·
' Either tortoises are deaf or else much less in- ·a s pearl essence.
The "indestructible" pearls are made of solid
telligent than generally supposed, according to a
report of experiments Jaade by Ryo Kuroda of "opal" or "milk'' glass beads which have been
~e College of Nigata, Japan. In previous ex- dipped into the pearl essence containing some
periments with snakes, Kuroda found that most . gelatine, a!ld then permitted to dry. A lacquer
water snakes have no hearing ability, while land of pyroxylm or cell~lose acetate is then a_pplied
snakes often have an acute hearing. To further to render the coating waterproof. Finishing
this work, it was decided to experiment with the touches are put on by polishing with a chamois
~rtoise, which is a more advanced member of the skin and fin'e chalk. Then the beads are graded,
;reptile family. An e~erimental group of sev- sized and strung. The evolution of a foul-smelling fish scale!
•·
~ral tortoises was used..
In the selling of these, too, a new note has been
Scraps of meat, 'i'hich is a favorite fQod, were
laid upon a broad copper plate which was con- i,ntroduced in merchandising articles for feminipe
nected with an electrical clrcuit. When the ex- adornment. The sidewalk merchant, with his
perimental animal attemP,ted to snap the meat wares looped on both arms, is a common sight and
from the plate, a bell was rung and at tlie same many a fastidious shopper has been unable tb retime an electric current passed through the plate, sist this clarion call.
The modi.sh girl fetchingly cascades several
giving the animal a shock. If the animal were
able to hear it would soon learn to associate ,the strands of these erstwhile fish scales of vatyin
sound of the bell with the coming shock if the size and length gracefully round her neck. She
attempt to snap up the meat were made. Re- twines string after string around her wrists until
peated trials with individual animals revealed no the pearls form a deep cuff. Only then does she
reaction to the bell sound associated with the elec- . consider that she is well and completely dressed.
tric shock. As a result the experimenter was led And as soon would she appear in public without
to the conclusion that the tortoise does not have a her sh9es and stockings as without her "gen-uwine imitation poils."
developed sense of hearing.

If /ou pump cornstarch with air into an en-

· ------
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PEARLS FROM FISH SCALES DEFY
DETECTION
Today fashion dictates pearls no matter what
the occasion or the . hour-necklaces, bracelets,
rings, earrings, and all to be smart, must be
pearls. And they are not the pearls that Fifth
Avenue alone can afford to drape round its aristocratic white throat. Scientists, experimenting in
theh- laboratories with test tubes and chemicab,
havo:1 evolved a process by which evil-smelling ftsh
aca1es are fashioned .into lustrous pearls,. glowing ..
',rith iridescent beauty, and now· we have a new

. "Moving Picture Stories"
A WeekJy Mag-azm.!' Devoted to Phetoplays and Playen

PRIGE TEN CENTS PER COPY
Each number contains Three Stories ot the Best Films
on the Screen-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Playl
-Interesting Articles About Prominent P eople in the
Films-Doings of Actors. and Actresses in the Studio and
~ssons in Scenario W.ritlng .

.
.
ETHEL. ROSEMAN'~ PUBLISHER AND EDITOR
219 'Se.venta Avenue, New York, N. Y •
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BOY FALLS AT NIAGARA BRINK, STRIKES
, ..-LEDGE AND IS RESCUED
Robert Saunders, seven-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. G. Saund_ers of Oakland, Cal., slipped
while walking along the ice-covered runway leading from Goat Island to Terrapin Point, near the
Horseshoe 1Falls, and went under .the railing.
The boy fell about eight feet to a rocky ledge
near the brink of the falls. His ·parents, who were
with him, succeeded in getting him to safety.
.
He was badly frightened but lininjured.
U. S. SAVIN'GS IN 19~5 JUMPED BILLION
DOLLARS
"The total for savings for" 1925 agai indicates
a consistent growth -in the thrift o:( the natian
despite the tendencies of some adverse factors
and the manv avenues of investment operi to the
public," according to the Savings Bank Journal.
"Approximately $24,157,909,000 will be deposited
to the credit of 45,561,916 persons at the close of
the year according to a survey based on the reports of banking institutions to their State banking departments. The amount credited' to each
individual account will be in excess of $529, establishing a new high mark. The total represents a
gain of approximately $1,000,000,000 over the
figures.for the close of business on June 30, 1925."

•

•

.

Altho~gh detailed figqres ~ere · not available.
Mr. Robmson placed the previous latge contribu•
tions at between $40,000,000 and $50,000,000, in•
cluding cash gifts, art collections, and the Barnard Cloisters in Washington Hefghts, recently
donated by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Adding to
this the Munsey bequest, the cash on hand and
the investment fund of the institution the total
would reach into the hundred million' Robinson
'
believes.
"But," he added significantly. "We have no
estimate of the contents of the museum-aside
~rom the collections contributed-or of the buildmg and the land, donated by the city. Thes«
certainly would run into millions, if not tens of
,,..- .
millions!"
. Amon~ _the pfevious_gift~ to the museum, taken
mto cons1derat1on by Robmson in his estimate,
-,
.
are the following:
J. Pierpont Morgan, art collections and buildini
fund, $16,000,000; Collis P. Huntington, art collec.:.
tion, $2,500,000; Francis L. Leland, $1,000,000;
Jacob H. Rogers $6,500,000; John D. Rockefeller,
Jr., cash and. land, $2,000,000; William K. Vanderbilt, paintmgs, $1,500,000; William H. Riggs
armor collection $1,000,000; Mrs. Stephen V.
Harkness, $1,000,000; George F. Baker, $1,000,000 Isaac D. Fletcher, art collection and residue of estate, $3,000,000, and Benjamin D. Altman,
art collection and maintenance fund, $10,250,000.

CHASING SUN OVER TOP OF WORLD t
. Tcr pursue the sun ~ross the'" top of the world
1s one of the expectations of the Detrpit Aviation
Society's Arctic airplane expedition when it takes
off from Point Barrow, Alaska, n~t March.
"From th~ time we take off at Point Bartow
we will never lose -sight of the suiw' said Captai:r:
G_eorge_ H. Wilkins, leader of the venture, upon
his arrival here today. "If we start in the morning -from Point Barrow and keep on flying we
should reach the geographic pole at midnight.
The sun at that time will just about touch the
h~rizon and immediately begin to rise again. We
.
day.
Internal sterilizing takes place at 210 degrees, will lose twelve hours in that instant when we
Farenheit, 1>ractically the boiling point of water. cross the North Pole. In other words it will be
There are no brushes; thest! would carry con- b?th morning and afternoon: . Th~ s~n at that
time of the year, will never be higher than 12
tamination froll1 bgttle to bpttle. When the steri·
degrees."
• lizing has been done, the cooling water is apThe take-off from Point"Barrow is scheduled for
plied to the outside of the bottle only, and not
March 21., Captain Wilkins• said he ha<f every
to the inside which_ ha just been sterilized. Even
reason to believe land will be di$coverect in ·the .
the carrying CUI>S, into which the bottles are inunexplored region between Point Barrow and the
serted at the beginning, are designed in such· a
"ice pole." Should this pllOVe true he added he
manne!'._ that water cannot adhere to the lip·s of
the bottles and thug possibly carry over· con- , would return_. to Point Barrow withhut landing on
the initia1 flight, report the · discovery and actamination.
companied by a second plane, go back to explore
and map the new territory.
RICHEST PUBLIC INSTITUTION
. If no land is sighted, he said, he would endeavor
With the bequel!t of Frank A. Munsey, estion the initial fight to fly over the top of the
mated at between $25,000,000 and $40,000,000, the
world to Spitzbergen, approximately 2 100 miles
'
·
Metropolitan Museum of Art will become the
from Point Barrow.
11orld's wealthiest public institution, it was esti_Ben ~ielson, formerly a mail pilot .in Alaska;
mated last night by Edward Robinson,. director • will be m charge of one of the two Fokker plan•
·
.t the museum.
of the expedition.

CLEANIWG MILK BOTTLES
In the City of New York about 1,000,000 milk
and cream bottles are distributed every day, says
Scienti;fic American. Of these, 20 per cent. do not
return; they are hroken, thrown away, or are
used for other purposes. That means that 800,000
bottles return· daily to 15e washed.
How much do we pay for washing the returned
bQttles? Not much. A machine does it, and so
maw bottles are washed in a sh~rt time that the
charge against any given bottle is very low. One
•..:..of these machines can handle ' )!50,000 bottles per

;
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SEAWEED IS DINNER DELICACY IN.'
muse hardship for the, makers of fabrics.. Houses
.
JAPAN
also are going ·"dec.ollete"' s.ummer and winter, in
Seaweed in Japan is A dinner delicacy-for- the contrast to the heavily. curtained and draped
.Japanese. In fact, the ·harvesting- of sea.weed is homes of·the Victorian age. Ponderous draperies
are pasing. There are tiat nearly so many stuffed
one of Japan's large industries.
Of the many species of the weed, gathered from chafrs and sofas. With their long skirts, women
the bottom of the sea, the Japanese Tangle are abandoning alsp dust-catching fabrics of all(Laminaria Japonica) ·is most popular because kinds in the home and thus are simplifying houseot its flavor and refreshing taste. This weed keeping.
Nor are men wearing as many worsteds as
grows abundantly"in the cold seas off Hokkaido
and is harvested <hll'ing the summer months. The formerly, the manufacturers complain. There are
y,.rly harvest Jff Hokkaido alone is estimated at no more shawls for ofd -men, for men, imitating
women, refuse to get old. In many ways this age
200,000,000 pounds.
While this seaweed is :relatively cheap, food uses fewer clothes than its predecessors. Formal
chemists claim it -is very nutritious and eont.a ins ent.e rtaining is less geheral. People go t.o the
much "vitamine A," the food el~ment lacking in theatre in business clothes, and even refuse to
dress
for dinner.'
polished rice.
~
.

.

DUST IN AIR REA.CHES . MANY MILLIONS
OF TONS
Winds cliarge the atm.Qsphei:e with millions of
tons of dust every year. and it is often carried to
great distances before- it settles t9 the earth.
Mlrolly instruments have been devised
count.
mg the number of dust particles in $amples of ah:.
Some rathei: startling statements are heard, as,
for example, that a. cigarette smoker sends 4,000,000,000 particles into-the air with every puff.
What iliis instiumen.t actually counted was the
nuclei about wlu.1:h condensation occurred in the
forming of an artineial fog, writes C. F. Talman
of the Weathei Bureatl. · I~ now seems probable
that a large prop~r-tion of these nuclei were too
minute to d e ~ ·the. name of "dust."· moot of
them bein,. far be;yo11d , the .r~g7 of the miero,.
ecope, and many, ·perhaps, individual gas. mole~les.
'
-
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• BELATED MAIL
.
Ten years ago M.oisiej Pus sent a $.100 ,international money order to his relative, Cltarbyona
Pus, in Russia, and la.st month the remittance was
delivered to the Pus family, the Post Office Department announced.
The money order was sent from Endicott, N.
Y., but before it reached •t.s destination, Merwa,
Russia, the revolution had• made evacuation of the
town necess3l'y. The. Russian Government 1ast
track of Sharbyona Pus and the order was ire-turned ta this country, but wrote the Department
that Moisiej Pus the sender in the meantime had
left the. country.
,
The Polish Government last month complained
his money order n-ever. had materialized.· The
authorization . promptty.· was identified: and dispatehed ·1;o _Poland, where...the Pus family now relides.
EVEN CHAIRS -CLAD IN SCANT GARB
The pronounced :reduction in the amount of
clothing 'tliat .w~n wear. today !s n!)tl'ling less
than · a trag¢dy for English manufacturers of
worsteds, who frankly admit, in their · pleas: toParliam,nt :;fob p.i::otective- ,tarufs, ·that . the new
atvle~ h,a-ve :meant;;sei:ious lass·.for them. · ·
.;,;_tit is not tl1c new women's styles alone that

NEW YORK CITY'S BIGGEST FLAGPOLE
Mention was made in the Sun the other day of
the_ arrival in Hobo~en of a t!agpole 165 feet long,
which Joseph T. Lilly, pres1den.t of the NortonLilly Steamship Company, intended to set up at
his country home in Northport, L. I. Four large
flat cars were used to carry what it is . said will
be the tallest flagpole along the Atlantic coast
from the place where it was found near Tacoma,
Wash.
Mr. Liny is proud of his new fial!:po!e, and well
he may be in view of the time, trouble and money
expended before the right piece of timl1er .was
found. The search for it took two months. It
was taken from the virgin forest. and t!te tree, an
Oregon fi:r, from which it WIIS shaped, was 300
feet high. Besides being beautifully grained, the
pole possesses the added distinction of not havillg
& knot on one side of it
A pole of such height requires a big flag, and"
Jalr. Lilly ordered one. 30 by 50 feet. The height
of the pole and the size of the flag woul.d be su11ieient ta enable. Old Glory to be seen miles away,
but the site of the flagpole on a hill 200 feet above
the sea level adds to its- conspicuousness.
•
So much for Mr. Lilly's iiagpole-. It appbn
to be the tallest in this vicinJq. But there is OM
staff that runs a close second to Mr. Lilly's. ' It i& •
the flagp6le in Battery Park.
_T he Manhattan pole is 109 .feet long, hut o.nl:,
100 feet. of it shows-above ground. Its height is,
however. -increased by the addition of a topmas~
the combined Jiei~ht of the pole and topmast •
being' 156 "feet. The size of the New Yo}'k flag
excels. That on the. Batte~ pole is: 40 by 60 feet, .
each strip. belng a yard wide.
The Battery flagpole is ·o f further interest because it was originally the mast of the cup defender Constitution, built t6> race -t he Shamrock
II. When the yacht was sold by the & ~
which built her to a New Y-m:k ..firm ~!> be broke~
up the city bought the topmast a.nil foot base for
'$§00.
·
·
, · .
•
. The weight of the great polt\
5',000 pounds, ,..1-while the topmast weighs approximately 800 - i,- -·
pounds. The •diam.eta of the pole at the fooj; is
22 1-3 inehes, while, at the top it. is 1, 1-2 i n ~
The diameter- 0, the, to,,mast. at. t.be foot ia U
inches and at the top 3 1-2 inches.
·
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FROM EVERYWHERE

SUBMARINE 'CAN STAY UNDER WATER eastern city limits by a party of .excavators working under the direction of the American Museum
TWO AND ONE-HALF DAYS
Constructed at a cost of nearly $4,500,00Q, this of Natural History.
Measurements of the skeleton indicate the man
British submarine "X-1" can remain submerged
two and one-·h alf days at a time. It can make a was about 5 feet 8 inches tall. Erick Smith, in
voyage of 20,000 miles. The underseas dread- charge of the excavating work, and Dr. 0. A.
nought ca n turn in its own length-350 feet-and Turney, Phoenix archaeologist, said' the man undoubtedly was a member .of the race that was
ca r ries a crew of 121 men.
known as the "Canal Builders," who are believed
to have constructed the first irrigation system in
W ALTZ MUSIC POPULAR AGAIN WITH
the Salt River Valley. Traces of these canal sysLONDONERS
.
The old-fashioned waltz is slowly coming into tems still remain.
Belief was expressed that there were two rooms
vogue again. • One of the biggest talking machine
distributing agencies says three , waltz records beneath the chamber in which the skeleton was
were among the ten most popular dance tune found. Doctor Turney explained ·it was the custom of this race to lay their dead on the floor of
records sold during the 'last quarter.
It is asserted in dancing circles that the tango a room, cover the floor with earth, build a new
has failed to appeal to the "man in the street," floor and continue to live in the same dwelling.
and that the popularity .-0f waltz music points ro
a definite revival of the old-fashioned waltz.

HUNTERS WILL USE AUTOS
Many of the big game hunters who are going
from England to Africa· this winter will use
motor cars to. hunt in the deserts and along the
edges of the jungles.
Among the first to leave for the season's sport
were · Sir ~ohn and Lady Harrington, who · will
s\art from Khartoum for an expedition in the
wilds of the White Nile country. Sir John knows .
the Sudan well, as does Lady Harrington, who
was formerly Miss Amy MacMillan,. an "heiress of
·
D~troit.
Sir John was the first Englishman to travel to
Abyssinia by way of Khartoum. He became _British Minister to the Court of Ethiopa and a little
later was 'knighted by ~ing Edward VII.
HOLDS UP HIS OWN FATHER
Charged with holding up his own father at the
point of a revolver in an attempt to rob him of a
$400 payroll for coal shovelers at the B. & A.
roundhouse, Worcester, Mass., Louis Paquette, 17
, years old, was arraigned in District Court with
a .pal, Orlando Guiti, 16. After entering pleas of
nQt guilty the couple were held in bonds of $2,100
for a continued hearing.
The attempted hold-up of the paymaster, Joseph E. Paquette, followed the stealing of an
automobile owned bv ·Max Sobel in which the boys
intended to make their getaway. According to
the police, young Paquette confessed.
Covering tlieit. faces with handkerchief$, the
boys held up Paquette and demanded the money,
when he -refused to ~ve it; his son fired a shot at
him from the revolver. Frii:htened at tlie approach of ped,est:dans, the boys jumped , ·nto the
machine and drove away.
•
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Beautiful Small Wrist
Watcl!t PLATINUM: effect, NEW OCTAGON
SIik Ribbon
SHAPE.
Bracelet, genuine JEWELLED M O VE ME N T
guaranteed. Sell only 28
peke. IUuine at 10 cents
each, giving Art Picture
FREE with each pckg., and
remit per plan in catalogue. Write today.
BLUINE KFG. CO., J}-155, ,MIil Street
Concord .Jct., lllaH.

m·,tu:J.i!WWPits:D

Ladles buy most shoes. You ·make plenty
money taking orders for Style-Arch shoes.
Factory prices. You are paid daily. No In- •
vestment. We deliver, tit, colle<;t. 27 Parisinspired styles, leathers, colors. All widths,
all sizes.' Wonderful arch-support In every
shoe. Stops tormenting foot pains. Big hit
with all women. Powerful selling feature.
Make application quickly. Pioneer house.
STYLE-ARCH SHOE CO.,
Dept. B-M, Clnclnnatl, Ohio;

·---

FIND "CANAL BUILDER'S" SKELETON IN
ARIZONA
' ·'
The skeleton of a ,:nan, believed to have been a
member qf the race sai!f, by· some .arch~qlogists
to .have inhabited this se"ction of Arizona 2,000 ··
J'e&i's ago; was unearthed tlie other day near the
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.OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

,

•

No. 26. HOW TO ROW. SAIL AND BUILD A BOATFully 1llu1trated. F ull ins tructions are given in this
little book, together wltb in structions on swimming and
rl1:llng, compRnion sports to hoating.
No. 28.-How TO TELL FORTUNES.- Everv one Is
desirous ot knowing what his future lite wfll bring
torth, whet her happiness or mi ser y, wealth or poyerty.
You • ca11 t ell by a glance a t thi s little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
,
· •
No, 29, HOW TO BECOME AN INVJsNTOR.-Eve rv
boy should know how iuventi011s origlnatE'd. This book
expl11lns them all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanic's.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.- One ot the most instructive
books on •cooking evf!r published. It contains r ecipes
for cooking meats, ftsh, game and O'YSters; also plea
puddings, cakes and all kinds of paetry, and a grand
collection of recipes.
·
No. 38.-KOW TO BERAVJIJ.- Containing the rules
and etiquette ot good society and the easf<!flt and mo • t
approved methods ot appearing to good advantage at
parties, balls, the the&tre, church, and in the drawingroom.
•
No. 85. HOW TO PEAY OAHB8.-A · complete and
useful little book containinit the rule• and rel!'ulations
ot bllllards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
etc.
,
Ko. S8. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-C ontaining all the leading conundrum, ot the day, amuling riddles, curloue catches and witty sayings.
No;'\«o. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includlng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
Illustrated.
No, 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END 1111':N'S
,tOKE BOOK.-Containin g a great variety ot tJte latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No runateur
minstrels Is complete without this wonderful little book,
No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP•
SPEAKER,-Contn lnlng a yaried n•sortment ot stump
speeches. Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
Just the thing tor home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL
GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Somethln g new and very
instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as It
c<intains full instructions tor organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO HAKE AND USE ELEOTJUCITY.
-A description ot the wondertul uses ot electricity and
electro magnetism; together with full Instructions for
,making Electric Toys! Batteries, etc. By George Txetrel,
A ;M M D. Contain nit over fifty illuetratlons.
No:• 48.' HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL OANOES.-A
handy book for boy11, containing full directions for constructing canoes and the most popular manner ot sailing
them. Fully illultrated.
.
•
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Givlng rules tor conducting debates, outline& for debates, question, tor dl_scussion and the beet 1ources for procuring Information
on the question given.
No 50 HOW TO STUFF BiRDS AND ANJI\IALS.A vaiuable book, giving Instructions In collecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, an!n\als and Insects
No 51 HOW TO DO TRICKS WITJI OABDS,-Contaiui;,g explanations of the general principles of sleightof-hand applicable to card tricks; or card tricks with
orolnary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CABD8.-A compl!)te and
handy little book giving rule~ and full directions for
play ing Euchre, Cribba ge, Casmo, Forty-Five, Rounce,
Pedro San cho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All Fours,
.and many other popular gam~B ot cards.
No 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.Glvi~g complete information as to the. manner and
m ethod of raising, keeping, taming, breedmg and managing a ll kinds of pets; also glvln_g full· instructions for
making cages, etc. Fully explamed by twenty-eigbt
Illustrations.
•
0
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Big Mistake.
and . "Cowboy Jack": or, Spoiling a Ranch Raid.
Only Chance: or, Arlette's Quick Throw.
Desperate Chariie: or, The Shot That Beat the
Redskins.
at Gild Dust Flat: or, Arletta and the Secret
Band.
ln Danger: or, .J.lelplns the Trapped Ca-ralrymen.
and tbe Dutchman's Claim: or, Arietta DefPnillnr H er Lite.
~
Taming thii Cowpuncher•: or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull Tall Ranch.
A ftPr thP. "Vultures": or, Arletta and the
Band of Ten.
cr;~nt ~e Two Gun Man; or, _Savlns a 8her1
an<! the Boy RRnr.hero; or, Helplnc a Tenderfoot to SucceP&.
and "Ginger J'ake"; or The Bosa ot Gimlet
Gult'b.
and tbe Choctaw Chief: or, Arletta Detylns
the Re<lsklns.
•
Defying 11n Am bush; or, Arletta Leading the
Cavalry.
8avei!• Bv a Signal; or, Arletta and the Vanlahlng Light.
1?i~~~leR~~~ff,le: or, The Celet>ratlon at BuckCapturing a , Chl"f; or, Arletta Al a Cavalry
Scout.
.
and the Lone Cabin; or, The Raider• of the
Gorgv.
TLft~~ed In n Canyon: or, Arletta's Swing For

11811 "

Alt ATf;d~l~kePow-Wow; or, Doomed' T~ Die
a~ik~~e Doomed Mine; or, Arletta'a Life at
1187 ' Raclnir For a Ranch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
1188 " Marked Br, Mexicans; or, Arletta and the Senor
1189 " and the. 'Sliver Kia," or, The Dan,ty of the
Gulch.
1190 " and the Yellow Bull: or, Arletta'I Daring Ill~·
cape.
1191 " Surrounded By Desth; or, The Seven Sticks ot
Dynamite.
1102 " Staking a Claim; or, Arletta On Guard,
1193 " GrPeSPr Chase: or. The Outlaws of the Border.
1194 " Swinging a Lariat: or, Arietta and the Wlld
Horses.
11911 •• Booming a Camp; or, The Sbot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
1196 " and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or Arletta
aa an Auctioneer.
·
1197 " Ousting the Outlaws; or, The Clean .UP At
Fancy Flat.
1198 " and the Treasure ot the Lake; or. Hop Wah's
Magic Trick.
r
1199 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
By Rustleu.
1200 " Trapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse.
1201 " ~'h~t.the Cave Gang; or, Arietta's Desperate
1202 " Lost In the Rockies ; or, The Luck a Grlulr,
Brought. ,
1203 " Elected a Chief l or, Arletta and the Papoose.
1204 " and " Stinger J'ack"; or, The Bini! . That
Wouldn 't Work.
·
1205 " and the Tricky, Trapper; or, Arletta After Bi.
Game.
1206 " Giving It Straight: or, The Worst Camp of All.
1207 " Gunning for Gunmen; or, Arietta and the
Greaser Ruffians.
l208 " S~WiY~'t~ed by Gold; or, A Treasure Wort1', a
i2()9 " Bal!ling Death; or Arietta and the Chum.
1210 " and the R eckless Regulars; or, Savine a Com•
pany of Cav alry.
1211 " "Bu8tlng" a Show Lor, Arletta and the Actress.
1212 " and the Broncho non; or, Catchinc a CrattyCattleman.
1213 " At Six Spot Flat; or, The J'oke That .Made a
Fortune.
1214 " Trapped by Greasers; or, Arietta and the
Secret Passage.
Jl'or sale by all newsdeaJen, or wtll be aent to any 114•
dr.e89 on receipt of prl~e, Sc. per cop7, In mone7
·
or postase • tamp• bJ'
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